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ABSTRACT
The use of lightweight materials in structural applications is ever increasing. Today,
lightweight engineering materials are needed to realise greener, safer and more
competitive products. A route to achieve this could be to combine more than one
primary function in a material or component to create multifunctionality, thus reducing
the number of components and ultimately the overall weight. This thesis presents
approaches towards realising novel multifunctional polymer composites, which
simultaneously can carry mechanical loads and store electrical energy. For this purpose,
structural capacitor and battery materials made from carbon fibre reinforced polymers
have been developed, manufactured and tested.
In papers I and II, structural capacitors have been realised using different papers and
polymer films as dielectric separator and employing carbon fibre/epoxy pre-pregs as
structural electrodes. Plasma treatment was used as a route for improved epoxy/polymer
film adhesion. The manufactured materials were evaluated for mechanical performance
by interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) and tearing tests and electrical performance by
measuring capacitance and dielectric breakdown voltage.
In paper III the concept was extended in a parametric study using the most promising
approach with a polymer film as dielectric separator. Three thicknesses of PET (50, 75
and 125 μm) were used as dielectric separator with carbon fibre/epoxy pre-pregs as
structural electrodes. Plasma treatment was used to improve the PET/epoxy adhesion.
The capacitor materials were evaluated for mechanical performance by tensile and ILSS
tests and for electrical performance by measuring capacitance and dielectric breakdown
voltage. The multifunctional materials show good potential for replacing steel and other
materials with lower specific mechanical properties but cannot match the high specific
mechanical performance of monofunctional materials.
I

Paper IV explores the effects of matrix cracking on the structural composite capacitor
materials performance. The structural capacitor materials were made from carbon
fibre/epoxy pre-pregs as structural electrodes with thermoplastic PET as dielectric
separator as done in paper III. A method to induce and to measure the effect of matrix
cracks on electrical properties was developed and used. The method is based on a
simple tensile test and proved to be quick and easy to perform with consistent results.
The structural capacitor material was found to maintain its capacitance even after
significant intralaminar matrix cracking in the CFRP electrodes from high tensile
mechanical loads.
Paper V explores another possible route for electrical energy storage in structural
composites in the form of structural composite batteries. A laminated design approach
would result in too long distances for ion mobility to give any useful energy storage
with very low power density. Therefore, the work in this paper was focused on making
each individual carbon fibre in a tow into a battery. Thus, realising a large number of
batteries connected in parallel within a composite material. This is done by electro
polymerisation of a solid polymer electrolyte onto the surface of the carbon fibres. The
resulting sleeve of polymer is typically 500 nm thick making it thin enough to achieve
useful electrical performance even with the relatively low ion conductivities of the
employed solid polymer electrolytes. This paper demonstrates a new way forward to
realise intrinsic multifunctional composite battery materials.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION

THE CONCEPT OF MULTIFUNCTIONALITY

Environmental concerns along with the forecast of crude oil shortage have started recent
trends towards electrification of ground vehicles. To realise electric vehicles the mobile
platforms must carry increasingly larger masses and volume of energy storage
components such as capacitors, supercapacitors and batteries. This development
counteracts the realisation of efficient electric vehicles, for which low weight is
essential. One route to address this problem could be the development of
multifunctional components and/or materials, in this case, components or materials that
could store electrical energy and withstand mechanical loading.
In a paper by O’Brien et al. [1] a procedure to evaluate multifunctional material designs,
following an approach suggested by Wetzel [2] is presented. O’Brien and co-workers
[1] define a total system mass M equal to the sum of the mass of the electrical energy
storage device me and the mass of the structure ms. The design metric for an electrical
energy storage device is specific energy * (in J/kg) with overall system energy storage
defined as *

*me . Similarly, the mechanical performance, e.g. specific modulus can

be defined as E . From these, the electrical energy density and specific mechanical
properties of the multifunctional material can be found as V e * and V s E . V e and

V s are the multifunctional material´s energy and structural efficiencies, respectively. An
improved multifunctional design would maintain the same overall system energy and
mechanical performance but reduce the total system weight. However, a multifunctional
material will only enable such system level mass savings if

V mf { V e  V s ! 1 .

1

(1)
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To visualise this, a thought experiment can be performed using the Tesla Roadster as an
example, see Figure 1. The Tesla roadster weighs approximately 1230 kg where 450 kg
of those are the batteries leaving about 780 kg for structural purposes. Replacing the
450 kg of batteries with a multifunctional composite one will find that:

ms

§ 450 ·
780  ¨ e ¸V s
©V ¹

me

mtot

me  ms

450

Ve
450
§ 450 ·
780  ¨ e ¸V s  e
V
©V ¹

(2)

(3)

(4)

where ms is the mass of the structural performing part of the car, me is the mass of the
electrical energy storage part of the car and mtot is the total mass of the car. Playing
around with different structural and electrical efficiencies (σs, σe) one will find that for
the case of an ordinary battery and structure (i.e. σs = 0, σe = 1 for the battery and vice
versa for the structure) that the mtot = 1230 kg which is the weight of the Tesla roadster
with the normal battery. The other extreme (σs = 1, σe = 1) will give that mtot = 780 kg.
Thus, for a perfect multifunctional composite it will be possible to eliminate all weight
related to the battery. With more realistic values of structural and electrical efficiencies
(σs = 0.6, σe = 0.6) one will find that mtot = 1080 kg which is a mass reduction of 12.5 %.
Hence, there are possible weight reductions to be realised even for lower values of
structural and electrical efficiencies of the multifunctional material. The possibility of
weight reduction is further visualised in Figure 2. Note the vast combinations of σs and σe
below the dashed black line (1230 kg) in the graph that provide a lighter vehicle.
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Fig 1. Tesla Roadster weight visualisation [3].

Fig 2. Weight reduction at different structural and electrical efficiencies [3].

The first step towards realising the goal of truly multifunctional solutions is to develop
multifunctional components. The idea is not new but has been utilized many times in for
example motorcycles where the frame has been used to hold the engine oil or the fuel.
From this the step towards integrating batteries in structural composite parts is not too
long. A concept with embedded thin film lithium ion batteries has been explored by
3
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Thomas and Qidwai [4] integrating lithium thin film batteries in RC aircraft wings. In
the same spirit Carlson et al. [5] has developed a multifunctional car part, embedding
lithium ion batteries in a composite component, see Figure 3. Shalouf [6] has also
presented work within the field of embedding lithium ion batteries and testing the
structural and electrical performance of the resulting laminates.

Fig. 3. Multifunctional plenum cover for a Volvo S80 [5].

Then there is the novel idea of having the material in the component performing
multiple tasks. More than a decade ago Chung and Wang [7] presented the idea of using
the semi-conductive nature of the carbon fibre in “structural electronics”, making
electric devices, e.g. diodes, detectors, transistors, etc. Following this they were first to
propose the use of a high dielectric constant material as an interface between carbon
4
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fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) laminas to make a structural parallel-plate capacitor.
By this approach truly multifunctional materials, i.e. a material that can perform more
than one function, emerge. In a follow-on study Luo and Chung demonstrated structural
capacitor materials for the first time [8]. Lou and Chung made thin structural capacitors
from single unidirectional carbon fibre epoxy pre-preg layers separated by different
paper dielectrics. However, they limited their work to capacitance measurements only
and did not explore the multifunctional potential of these materials.
Another approach for making structural capacitors was suggested by Wetzel et al. [2].
To achieve high energy density of the capacitor Wetzel and co-workers made structural
capacitors employing glass fibre/epoxy pre-preg as the dielectric with metalized
polymer films as electrodes. By this approach Wetzel [2], O’Brien [1] and Baechle [9]
with co-workers utilised the dielectric layer for structural performance. More recently,
Yurchak et al. [10] investigated the interlaminar shear strength of the metalized film
electrode and the glass fibre composite separator for these devices in the same manner
as performed in papers I-IV of this thesis. De León et al. [11] have also contributed to
this work by examining ways to increase the dielectric breakdown voltage of the glass
fibre/cyanate ester separator by addition of barium titanate (BaTiO3). The resulting
multifunctional composite shows good multifunctionality (multifunctional efficiencies
greater than unity) with high dielectric breakdown voltage and high specific energy. The
mechanical performance is however limited by the use of glass fibres as reinforcement
which inherently has lower mechanical performance than carbon fibres.
A substantial part of this thesis work is based on the capacitor principle following the
approach suggested by Lou and Chung [8] utilizing carbon fibre pre-pregs as structural
electrodes along with a large set of different separator materials.

5
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Structural supercapacitors have been studied at Imperial College London over the last
years. Shirshova et al. [12, 13], Qian et al. [14, 15] and Greenhalgh [16] have
investigated ways of making this type of devices with various matrix systems. Similar
work has been performed by Gallagher et al. [17]. This type of device has not been
investigated in the current work but presents an interesting alternative to capacitors and
batteries with potentially greater energy storage capability than capacitors and higher
power densities with easier chemistry than batteries.
The idea of making a multifunctional battery material, performing both electrical and
structural tasks has been explored in recent years by Snyder et al. [18, 19],
Ekstedt et al. [20], Kjell et al. [21], Jacques et al. [22], Willgert et al. [23] and
Pupurs et al. [24]. Snyder et al. [18] and Kjell et al. [21] have investigated commercially
available carbon fibres as negative electrodes in lithium ion batteries. Jacques et al. [22]
have investigated effects of mechanical loads on charging behaviour of carbon fibres.
Pupurs et al. [24] have modelled possible micro-crack development in the carbon fibres
during charging/discharging of a carbon fibre battery. Snyder et al. [19] and
Willgert et al. [23] have investigated possible matrix systems for use in multifunctional
composites. These studies have shown great potential for making structural batteries
from carbon fibre composites and provide the foundation for the investigation into
structural batteries performed in this thesis.
1.2

COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Composite materials are widely used in high performance products such as aircraft,
naval ships, wind turbines, sports cars and numerous sporting gears such as golf clubs,
tennis rackets and hockey sticks.

6
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A composite material consists of two or more dissimilar materials with different
properties. When combined into a composite the resulting material will preferably
perform better overall than the individual constituents on their own [25]. Composites
are in general anisotropic at some level, meaning that they exhibit different properties in
the fibre and transverse directions respectively [25]. The fibres (short, intermediate or
continuous) mainly contribute to the composites stiffness and strength in the fibre
direction while the matrix is there to provide support and protection of the fibres. The
matrix also helps distributing the load among the fibres by transmitting shear loads. In
the transverse direction the mechanical behaviour will be dominated by the matrix
properties [25]. The use of different constituents in composite materials makes them
ideal to realise multifunctional materials. The constituents can be used to perform
several tasks i.e. using carbon fibres for mechanical load bearing and at the same time
use them for electrical conduction (also lithium-ion intercalation for battery purposes).
Polymer matrix systems allow tailoring of properties to provide structural stiffness and
strength along with ion conducting capabilities needed in structural-supercapacitor and battery applications.
1.3

ELECTRICAL ENERGY STORAGE PRINCIPLES

There are three main ways of storing electrical energy; capacitors, supercapacitors and
batteries. In this thesis papers I-IV deal with manufacturing and testing of structural
capacitor materials and paper V concerns the development of materials and devices
intended for use in structural battery applications. Structural devices using the
supercapacitor principle have not been explored in this work but this has been explored
by others (Shirshova et al. [12, 13], Qian et al. [14, 15], Greenhalgh [16] and
Gallagher et al. [17]) and this idea is also recognized as a viable way of making

7
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multifunctional materials. Basic principles of capacitor, supercapacitor and battery
devices are explained below.
1.3.1 Capacitors
A very basic depiction of a parallel plate capacitor is shown in Figure 4.

Electrodes

Dielectric material

Fig. 4. A schematic depiction of a parallel plate capacitor.

Capacitors store energy by collecting electric charges at the surface of the electrodes
when an outer voltage is applied. This is a purely physical event that is very fast to
charge/discharge since it only involves movement of electrons. Capacitance is the
measurement of a capacitor´s ability to store energy, where a higher value correlates to
more energy stored at a given voltage. Between the two electrodes there is an insulating
material commonly called a dielectric. Common dielectric materials include papers,
polymers and even air [26, 27]. Capacitance of a plate electrode capacitor can be
calculated according to [27, 28]

C

Hr uH0 u A
t
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where C is the capacitance measured in Farads [F], εr is the relative dielectric constant
of the dielectric material, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum (8.854 u 10-10 [F/m]), A is the
total projected area of the capacitor [m2] and t is the dielectric layer thickness [m].
Considering Equation 5, to achieve high capacitance the area and Hr should be large
while t small. In other words, to achieve maximal capacity for a given A and Hr, the two
electrodes should be spaced as close as possible without breakdown of the dielectric
layer [27, 28]. Capacitors can provide a good power density but generally a lower
energy density [28] making them useful in applications requiring a quick, short, boost of
energy. A strong point of capacitors is that they can function at several thousands of
volts making them useful in high voltage applications without the need for protective
circuits.
The capacitor principle for making multifunctional composites have been explored by
Wetzel et al. [2], O’Brien et al. [1] and Baechle et al. [9], Yurchak et al. [10] and in
papers I-IV.
1.3.2 Supercapacitors
Supercapacitors like capacitors, store energy by collecting charges at electrodes.
However, in a supercapacitor the distance between the charges is very cleverly reduced
by the use of an electrolyte to hold some of the charges in the form of ions. By doing
this the capacitance of a supercapacitor can be several orders of magnitude higher than a
regular parallel plate capacitor. However, an obvious drawback of the supercapacitor is
the need for an electrolyte, which is typically a form of liquid. Liquids can leak and will
age faster than solid separators used in capacitors [28, 29] ultimately leading to that the
device fails to store electrical energy.

9
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A basic supercapacitor is made from electrodes covered with activated carbon separated
by an electrolyte soaked separator. The principal design is depicted in Figure 5. The
separator allows for ion transfer but is electrically insulating, protecting the device from
short-circuiting. Upon charge, ions in the electrolyte gather at the electrode with the
opposite electric charge. This results in a small distance between the charges, a distance
of a few atom layers. Charges are gathered at both electrodes effectively making the
supercapacitor into two capacitors connected in series. The use of a porous carbon
(activated) layer increase the surface area allowing for more ions to be gathered at the
electrode and hence larger capacitance of the device [29]. A typical supercapacitor
operates at a voltage not higher then 2.5-3.0 V [28].
The supercapacitor principle for storing electrical energy in a multifunctional composite
has been explored by Shirshova et al. [12, 13], Qian et al. [14, 15], Greenhalgh [16] and
Gallagher et al. [17].

Electrolyte

Current collectors

Separator
Porous carbon electrodes

Fig. 5. Schematics of a supercapacitor.

1.3.3 Batteries
Batteries use controlled redox reactions to convert stored chemical energy into electrical
energy. Two reactions occur at the electrodes, one oxidation at one of the electrodes and
10
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one reduction at the other electrode. In the oxidation reaction electrons are given up by
the reactant and in the reduction reaction electrons are accepted by the reactant [30, 31],
shown by the reactions below:
Oxidation: at the anode
M o M   e

Reduction: at the cathode
R  e o R 
Total reaction:
M  R o M   R
Due to the difference in electric potential between the electrodes it is possible to use the
electric energy to perform work. This is in contrast to bulk reactions where the released
energy is manifested as released or absorbed heat. The cell voltage will be dependent on
the difference in potential between the reactions and can be theoretically calculated
from thermodynamics and the change in Gibbs energy [30]. A schematic illustration of
the simplest type of battery, the electrochemical cell, is shown in Figure 6.
Electrolyte
e-

e-

Cathode

Anode

Ion conductive membrane
Fig. 6. The electrochemical cell.
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The requirements on the electrolyte are good ion conductivity, electrical insulation and
chemical stability, in theory making it possible to use all solids and liquids exhibiting
these properties [30].
Batteries with a non-reversible electrochemical process are called primary cells.
Primary batteries are most common and the cheapest to manufacture. Rechargeable
batteries are called secondary cells [30, 31]. For a battery to be rechargeable the
electrochemical process needs to be reversible by applying a potential that is higher than
the cell potential. This forces the electrochemical process to revert. This also puts
requirements on the chosen anode, cathode and electrolyte for this to be possible. In
most cases the possibility to perform the reversion is limited and thereby limits the
battery’s lifetime [30].
A promising candidate for a load carrying secondary battery is the lithium-ion battery
technology. Existing lithium-ion batteries are built up by thin films and arranged into
small cells, see Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Typical lithium-ion battery cell.
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A single lithium-ion cell has a typical working voltage in the range of 2.5 - 4.2 V and a
service life at over 1000 cycles (charging/discharging) [30].
Presented below are the chemical reactions in a lithium-ion battery [26, 30]. In the
reactions MO2 represents a Metal-Oxide.
Reaction at the positive electrode:
ch arg e

LiMO2  Li1 x MO2  xLi   xe 
discharg e

Reaction at the negative electrode:
ch arg e

C  xLi   xe   Lix C
disch arg e

Total reaction:
ch arg e

LiMO2  C  Lix C  Li1 x MO2
disch arg e

Hence, upon charge lithium-ions migrate from the cathode to the anode and accept one
electron in order to be bound to the carbon. Upon discharge the ions will migrate back
into the oxide with a resulting current that can be used to perform work. A schematic
sketch of the reactions is depicted in Figure 8.
V

e- on charge

e- on discharge

Li+ Intercalation
Li+
Li+
Positive current collector

+

Li on charge

-

+

Negative current collector

Li+ on discharge
Li+ Intercalation

Li+

LixC

Li1 x MO2

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of reactions in a Li-ion battery.
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The cathode needs to contain lithium-ions for the process to work. Lithium/cobaltoxides are most commonly used [30]. Another common cathode material is lithium iron
phosphate (LiFePO4) [26].
Graphite or coke are commonly used as anode material, these provide low cost and low
operational voltage solutions [30]. The use of graphite opens up for the potential use of
partly graphitic carbon fibres both as electrodes and current collectors in a structural
battery.
The electrolytes are often solutions of lithium salt in an organic solvent, typically an
organic carbonate. The liquid electrolyte is held in place by a porous membrane, often a
polymer.
Gel electrolytes are often an ion conductive material that is made from dissolving or
mixing a salt and solvent with a high molecular weight polymer [30]. An advantage of
the gel is that the liquid phase is contained within the gel resulting in lower risk of
leakage [30].
Solid electrolytes give a solid/solid interface to the electrode. Solid polymer electrolytes
allow for easier handling during fabrication of lithium-ion batteries. However, the low
ion mobility in the solid polymer electrolyte can cause high internal resistance in the
battery [26]. Solid polymer electrolytes also provide a route to safer batteries as the risk
to release volatile chemicals in e.g. a crash event is reduced.
The battery principle for storing electrical energy in a multifunctional composite has
been explored by Snyder et al. [18, 19], Ekstedt et al. [20], Kjell et al. [21],
Jacques et al. [22], Willgert et al. [23], Pupurs et al. [24] and in paper V.
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2

OBJECTIVES

The objective of this work is to experimentally develop high performance
multifunctional polymer composite materials with automotive applications in mind. For
this purpose, structural materials using both capacitor and battery principles of storing
electrical energy are to be designed, manufactured and experimentally characterised.
Possible raw materials, architecture, manufacturing techniques and characterisation
methods are to be explored.

3

STRUCTURAL ENERGY DEVICES

In this section development, manufacture, characterisation and performance of
structural capacitor and battery composite materials are presented.
3.1

STRUCTURAL CAPACITOR MATERIALS

Papers I-IV in this thesis deal with the topic of multifunctional capacitor materials. As
described above, the most basic principle to store electrical energy is the capacitor.
Electrical energy is stored by collecting electrical charges at two electrically insulated
electrodes. The process is a purely physical event and is quickly charged/discharged.
The major drawback of the capacitor is the relatively small amount of energy possible to
store. The papers regarding structural capacitor materials appended to this thesis follow
a natural evolution where papers I and II represent the first broad study of different
separator materials with limited mechanical and electrical characterisation. Paper III
builds on the knowledge obtained in papers I and II and presents a parametric study of
the effects of different thicknesses of the separator material on the mechanical and
electrical performance of the structural capacitor materials. Paper IV further builds on
paper III and presents an approach to characterise the effects of matrix cracks in the
15
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electrodes on the capacitance of the structural capacitor materials developed. The
hypothesis was that the use of carbon fibre epoxy composites in the electrodes, and not
in the separator as done by Wetzel [2], O’Brien [1] and Baechle [9] and co-workers,
would result in damage tolerance with respect to the structural capacitor´s electrical
properties. The hypothesis was motivated by the fact that matrix cracks would occur at
lower strains in the composite electrodes than in the polymer separator leaving it intact
to still provide electrical insulation.
3.1.1 Materials and manufacture of structural capacitor materials
Structural capacitors were made from carbon fibre epoxy composites to facilitate high
performance mechanical electrodes. The electrode layers (laminas) were made from 0 º
/90º carbon fibre twill weave, MTM57/CF3200-42% RW, pre-preg supplied by the
Advanced Composites Group, UK.
In papers I and II a set of different papers and polymer films were used as dielectric
separators. Paper III concerns a parametric study of the effects of three different
thicknesses of Mylar-A (PET) film separator. The PET separator had been identified as
one of the most promising dielectrics in paper I. Paper IV explores effect of matrix
cracking due to tensile mechanical loading on capacitance. Adhesion between polymer
films and epoxy could be an issue and in addition to the neat polymer films, plasma
treated polymer-films were prepared in papers I-III and NaOH treatment was
examined in paper IV.
Manufacturing of all laminates was done according to the same principle. Prior to
manufacturing of the laminates the pre-preg roll was taken from the freezer and laminas
were cut to required size. The laminas were allowed to reach room temperature before
putting them in a vacuum chamber for 30 min to evaporate any leftover condensation.

16
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During manufacture the pre-preg layers were stacked along with the separators in a
release agent coated mould. To achieve equal surface properties on both sides of the
laminate the structural capacitor laminates were manufactured using peel plies on both
top and bottom surfaces. The mould was sealed with butyl tape and a vacuum bag. A
schematic of the bagged layup is shown in Figure 9. Vacuum was applied and debulking
without heat for 30 min was performed. The mould was then placed in an oven and
heated according to the supplier’s recommendations (120ºC for 30 minutes) to achieve
fully cured laminates.
Vacuum connection
Vacuum bag

Peel plies

Carbon fibre pre-pregs

Mould
Butyl tape

PET separator

Fig. 9. Manufacture of the structural capacitor laminates.

A copper mesh was used as electrical connection on laminates for electrical
characterisation. A laminate for electrical testing is depicted in Figure 10.
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Fig. 10. A single dielectric layer structural capacitor for electric characterisation.

Specimens for mechanical characterisation were made to closely match the
requirements set by the standards for each particular test, ASTM standard
D2344/2344M [32] for ILSS testing and D3039/D3039M [33] for tensile testing. The
tearing tests in paper II were performed using a tearing test developed at Swerea
SICOMP AB for simulating a tearing failure [34] and the specimens were manufactured
to give enough material around the tearing affected area to avoid edge effects.
3.1.2 Experimental characterisation of structural capacitor materials
Electrical and mechanical properties were determined for all materials to characterise
their multifunctional properties.
Two electrical tests were performed on the multifunctional capacitor materials. The
material´s capacitance was measured by sweeping through 0.1-1000 Hz while recording
the electrical response, providing capacitance and tanδ.
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Dielectric breakdown voltage (dielectric strength), of the capacitors was measured using
the ASTM D3755 standard for direct current measurement of dielectric breakdown [35],
as suggested by Baechle et al. [1]. The specimens were submerged in mineral oil to
avoid any edge effects that may disturb the measurements.
Evaluation of specific energy allows comparison between the different capacitor
devices. Use of thin film dielectric separators usually results in capacitors with high
capacitance but low breakdown voltage [1]. The specific energy is given by

* sc

1
CV 2
2
,
msc

(6)

where * sc is the specific energy of the structural capacitor, C the capacitance, V the
voltage at dielectric breakdown and msc the mass of the structural capacitor.
Four types of mechanical testing were performed in papers I-IV. Interlaminar shear
strength was evaluated at room temperature using the short beam three-point bending
test according to the ASTM D2344/D2344 M standard [32] to expose any negative or
positive effects of the dielectric, at mid-thickness, on the mechanical performance of the
composite. It is well known that the short beam three-point bend test does not provide
very accurate ILSS values due to the non-uniformity of the stress field [36]. However,
the test is useful to monitor difference in interlaminar shear strength between materials
and therefore provides a useful tool for assessment of the relative performance of the
individual structural capacitor materials developed. In paper II a tearing test was
employed to evaluate the structural capacitors in a crash situation that could be found in
e.g. an automotive application. The tearing force was evaluated using a tearing test
developed for simulating a tearing failure [34]. The test is easily performed in an
ordinary tensile test machine with a purpose made fixture and requires very little
specimen preparation making it very fast and robust. In paper III tensile testing was
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performed to characterise the in-plane tensile properties of the structural capacitor
materials. Output from the test was Young´s modulus and ultimate tensile strength of
the laminates. The tests were performed at room temperature according to the ASTM
standard D3039/D3039 M [33]. Finally, in paper IV a method to evaluate the effect of
matrix cracks in the composite electrodes on capacitance was developed and employed.
The method developed was based on the ASTM standard for tensile testing of
composites [33]. The tensile test is well suited for introducing matrix cracks in the
specimen and is straightforward to perform. All tests were performed at room
temperature and capacitance was measured before applying tensile load, at peak tensile
load and after the load had been released.
3.1.3 Multifunctional performance of structural capacitor materials
Multifunctional performance is evaluated by assessment of measured specific electrical
energy vs. specific mechanical properties. Employing specific electrical energy as the
parameter to assess multifunctional performance allows for comparison between
different structural capacitor designs and their applicability in a structural system with
respect to their potential to reduce system weight (see Equation 1). This is important as
although the multifunctional element exhibits specific energy and strength and/or
stiffness that are lower than those of the best monofunctional materials, at a system
level the multifunctional material may still enable an overall mass saving.
Results of multifunctional performance from paper III are shown in Figure 11. The
dashed line represents a target scenario where specific energy for a state of the art
capacitor material set to 0.5 J/g (aluminium electrolytic capacitor) [28] and specific
mechanical properties are set to those of the tested CFRP reference material. The solid
line in Figure 11a and 11b represents a second scenario where the specific energy is the
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same but the mechanical properties are the maximum values found for steel, which is a
likely candidate material to be replaced by a multifunctional material. Values chosen are
specific stiffness 25 GPa/(g/cm3) [37], and specific strength 150 MPa/(g/cm3) [37].
As seen in the figures, none of the manufactured materials are to the right of the dashed
lines. Hence, none of the manufactured materials will meet or exceed the target.
However, all materials are to the right of the solid line, where applicable, meaning that
compared to steel the multifunctional material would provide a weight saving. Worth
noting is that the result will always be very dependent on the choice of reference values.
Hence, it is important to know what materials/energy storage devices the
multifunctional material should be compared to in order to correctly assess the potential
weight saving.
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a)

b)
Fig. 11. a) Specific energy versus specific stiffness for the structural capacitors b) Specific energy versus
specific strength for the structural capacitors

3.2

STRUCTURAL BATTERY MATERIALS

Paper V in the thesis addresses development of multifunctional battery materials. As
described above, batteries have much greater potential for storing energy than
capacitors. The process of storing and delivering electrical energy is based on chemical
reactions and requires much more advanced approaches to realise than the structural
capacitor materials developed in this thesis work. This is also the major drawback of
batteries. However, considering the benefits of a multifunctional battery material
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significant effort for their realisation are motivated. To create a carbon fibre based
structural battery a solid polymer electrolyte must be combined with the carbon fibres to
form a composite material. The solid polymer electrolyte should be designed to perform
two functions, namely to transfer mechanical load to the reinforcing fibres and to enable
lithium-ion transfer between the negative and positive electrodes during electrical
charging/discharging of the structural battery. Being electrically insulating, the solid
polymer electrolyte also serves as separator between the two electrodes. The
conductivity of multifunctional SPEs is at best three to four orders of magnitude lower
than that of liquid electrolytes commonly used in battery applications [38]. One way to
compensate for the low lithium-ion conductivity is to significantly reduce the distance
for lithium-ion transportation compared to that in liquid electrolyte batteries. Typical
electrode distance for lithium-ion transport in commercial lithium-ion batteries is
20-25 Pm [39]. In this thesis work a method to produce solid polymer electrolyte
coatings with thickness of a few hundred nanometres on carbon fibres has been
developed. This dramatically reduces the distance for Li-ion transportation. Hence, such
solid polymer electrolyte coated carbon fibres may be used as negative micro-battery
half-cells in a structural battery. Given the small diameter of carbon fibres, coated
carbon fibre electrodes may also offer a revolutionary approach to micro-battery design.
3.2.1 Materials and fibre preparation for structural battery materials
In paper V methoxy polyethylene glycol (350) monomethacrylate (SR550) and
tetraethylene glycol dimethacrylate (SR209) shown in Figure 12, kindly supplied by
Sartomer Europe, were used as monomers for electrocoating. Dimetylformamide
(DMF), provided by Fisher Scientific was used as solvent. The monomer mix used for
electrocoating was either SR550 or SR209, which was dissolved in the desired
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concentration in DMF and lithium trifluoromethanesulfonate (Li-triflate) used as
supporting electrolyte for the electrocoating process [40]. Both the DMF and the Litriflate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Li-triflate was selected because it is
already used in lithium-ion batteries [41]. The carbon fibres used were as-received
unsized Toho Tenax IMS65 (24000 filaments per rowing), which were kindly provided
by Toho Tenax Europe GmbH. The IMS65 fibre has been shown to have extraordinary
electrical performance for use as battery negative electrodes [21].

SR550

SR209
Fig. 12. Chemical structure of SR550 and SR209 monomers employed for electrocoating.

Fibre coating was performed in a purpose built Teflon setup with a three-electrode
assembly, schematically illustrated in Figure 13. The working and counter electrodes
consisted of carbon fibre tows and a piece of lithium metal was used as reference
electrode. Lithium metal was selected as reference electrode due to its well-defined
equilibrium with lithium-ions dissolved in the solution. A glass fibre mesh was placed
between the working electrode and counter electrode to avoid short-circuiting during the
electrocoating operation. The electrocoating was performed inside a glove box in an
Argon atmosphere with maximum moisture and oxygen gas content of 1 ppm each.
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Teflon fixture

Carbon fibre bundles
Counter electrode (+ pole)
Working electrode (- pole)

Glass fibre separator

Petri dish

Reference electrode

Monomer/solvent mix
Fig. 13. Schematics of the coating process.

The length of the carbon fibre tow that was coated in this setup was approximately
25 mm. The electrochemical coating was performed using a potentiostat.
3.2.2 Experimental characterisation of structural battery materials
The coated carbon fibres were characterised using a number of different methods. The
electrocoated carbon fibres and uncoated pristine carbon fibres were examined using a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) without any further treatment of the fibres (i.e. no
sputtering). An uncoated and an electrocoated IMS 65 fibre are shown in Figures 14 a)
and b) respectively.
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a)

b)

Fig. 14. a) Unsized IMS65 CF b) Electrocoated IMS65 CF.

The diameters of the coated and uncoated carbon fibres were determined in direct
measurements on individual fibres using the modified Wilhelmy-technique [42]. In
addition, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on the SR550 electrocoated
carbon fibre tows under nitrogen atmosphere. The coating thickness was calculated
from the polymer mass determined from the measured weight loss and the known
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density of the polymer assuming a cylindrical carbon fibre uniformly coated with
polymer. The coating thickness was determined to be approximately 500 nm.
The chemical compositions of coatings on the carbon fibres were determined using XRay Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). This provides valuable information about
conversion rate and Li-ion content of the finished coating. The percentage of lithium on
the coated fibre surface was found to be 1.53 %. This result is desired as Li-ions are
needed in the coating for it to function as a polymer electrolyte in a battery cell. The
presence of Li-ions after the coating also eliminates the need for further steps to
introduce Li-ions in the coating.
3.2.3 Assembly of battery cells
In paper V a battery cell was prepared from a roving of approximately 1000 carbon
fibres. The rowing was first coated and dried according to the procedure described
above. The coating consisted of a polymer made from only the SR550 monomer.
Battery cells were built under argon atmosphere with the coated CFs as working
electrode, lithium metal as counter electrode and a Whatman Glass microfiber GF/A
(260 μm) as separator. The electrolyte used was Selectilyte LP 40, 1 M LiPF6 in
ethylene carbonate (EC):diethyl carbonate (DEC) 1:1 by weight provided by Merck
KGaA. The current collectors, provided by Advent Research Materials, consisted of
copper foil and nickel foil, for the working and counter electrode, respectively. This
type of battery cell has been electrically cycled and it can be seen from the cycling
results (see Figure 15) that the coating does not deteriorate the cycling characteristics of
the CF type used. At low currents (C/10) the specific capacity was 250-260 mAh/g after
the first two cycles and at high currents (1C) up to 107 mAh/g. These results are in line
with studies on unsized IMS65 carbon fibres used as negative electrodes by Kjell et al.
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[21]. Kjell and co-workers reported capacities for unsized carbon fibres of 360 mAh/g
and 177 mAh/g for low and high currents respectively.

Fig. 15. Lithiation (unfilled squares) and delithiation (filled squares) of electrocoated carbon fibres.

The battery manufacture aspect was taken a step further producing cells without an
extra separator and with a dispersed cathode material surrounding the coated fibre. This
brings the battery cell closer to the intended structural battery concept envisioned. The
manufacturing process is shown in Figure 16.
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Fig. 16. Schematics of the 3D battery production process.

The manufacturing steps were as follows, from bottom left to bottom right: Step 1, A
bundle of unsized IMS65 carbon fibres. Step 2, the CF bundle attached to a PTFE rig
with a copper current collector. Step 3, electrocoating of the CF bundle. Step 4,
attachment of the coated CF bundles on an aluminium sheet (positive current collector)
and addition and following drying of the positive electrode slurry. Step 5, addition of
liquid battery electrolyte. Finally, Step 6, sealing and cycling of the finished 3D battery.
In Figure 17 a schematic close up of a fibre battery is shown. The coated fibres are
surrounded by a cathode material filled matrix making up the complete fibre battery.
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Fig. 17. Schematic figure of the cross-section of the 3D battery

3.2.4 Electrical cycling of carbon fibre batteries with LiFePO4 cathode
Cycling, at C/5, of a carbon fibre battery manufactured as described in Figure 16 is
shown in Figure 18, where the blue curves are the charging and the black curves are the
discharging of the battery. The capacity of this battery is at best 60 % of the used
LiFePO4 (102 mAh/g compared to theoretically 170mAh/g) but the result is still
promising for the concept of carbon fibre batteries.
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Fig. 18. Cycling at C/5 of a carbon fibre battery with LiFePO4 cathode

3.3

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The field of multifunctional composite materials is fairly new but rapidly expanding.
This thesis presents work towards novel multifunctional composite materials exhibiting
both structural and electrical energy storing capabilities. The work has demonstrated
great potential for these types of material. However, much work still remains until these
types of material will be available in consumer products.
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4

SUMMARY OF PAPERS

Paper I
In this paper an approach towards realising novel multifunctional polymer composites is
presented. A series of structural capacitor materials made from carbon fibre reinforced
polymers have been developed, manufactured and tested. The structural capacitor
materials were made from carbon fibre epoxy pre-preg woven lamina separated by a
paper or polymer film dielectric separator. The structural capacitor multifunctional
performance was characterised measuring capacitance, dielectric strength and
interlaminar shear strength. The developed structural CFRP capacitor designs
employing polymer film dielectrics (PA, PC and PET) offer remarkable multifunctional
potential.
Paper II
In this paper a series of structural capacitor materials were made from carbon fibre
reinforced polymers. Carbon fibre epoxy pre-preg woven laminas were used as
electrodes separated by a polymer film dielectric separator. The structural capacitor
multifunctional performance was characterised measuring capacitance, dielectric
strength and tearing force. The developed structural CFRP capacitor designs employing
polymer film dielectrics (PA, PC and PET) were found to offer the best multifunctional
performance.
Paper III
This paper presents further development of the concept explored in paper I and II
trough a parametric study of mechanical and electrical properties with different
separator thickness. The capacitors were made using three thicknesses of DuPont Mylar
A thermoplastic PET as dielectric separator employing carbon fibre/epoxy pre-pregs as
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structural electrodes. Plasma treatment was used as a route for improved epoxy/PET
adhesion. The manufactured materials were mechanically and electrically tested to
evaluate their multifunctional efficiency.
The multifunctional materials show good potential for replacing steel and other
materials with lower specific mechanical properties but cannot match the high specific
mechanical performance of monofunctional composites.
Paper IV
This paper presents the work to characterise the effects of tensile induced matrix cracks
on capacitance of structural composite capacitor materials. The study is based on earlier
work within the field of multifunctional materials where mechanical and electrical
properties have been characterised. Effects of damage on electrical properties have,
however, not been studied previously. The structural capacitor materials were made
from carbon fibre/epoxy pre-pregs as structural electrodes with thermoplastic PET as
dielectric separator. NaOH etching was used as a route for improved adhesion between
epoxy and PET to ensure matrix cracking in the CFRP electrodes to occur prior to
delamination between the electrodes and the PET separator.
A method to induce and to measure the effect of the matrix cracks on electrical
properties was successfully developed and used in this study. The method is based on a
simple tensile test and proved to be quick and easy to perform with consistent results.
The structural capacitor material was found to maintain its capacitance even after
significant intralaminar matrix cracking in the CFRP electrodes from high tensile
mechanical loads.
Paper V
This paper reports a method to deposit a thin solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) coating on
individual carbon fibres in a fibre tow for the realisation of novel battery designs. An
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electrocoating method is used to coat methacrylate-based solid polymer electrolytes on
to carbon fibres. By this approach a dense uniform apparently pinhole-free
poly(methoxy polyethylene glycol (350) monomethacrylate) coating with an average
coating thickness of 470 nm was deposited around carbon fibres. Li-triflate, used as
supporting electrolyte remained in the coating after the electrocoating operation. The
Li-ion content in the solid polymer coating was found to be sufficiently high for battery
applications.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper an approach towards realising novel multifunctional polymer composites is
presented. A series of structural capacitor materials made from carbon fibre reinforced
polymers have been developed, manufactured and tested. The structural capacitor
materials were made from carbon fibre epoxy pre-preg woven laminae separated by a
paper or polymer film dielectric separator. The structural capacitor multifunctional
performance was characterised measuring capacitance, dielectric strength and
interlaminar shear strength. The developed structural CFRP capacitor designs
employing polymer film dielectrics (PA, PC and PET) offer remarkable multifunctional
potential.

Keywords: A: Functional composites, A: Layered structures, B: Electrical properties, B: Interfacial
strength
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1 Introduction
The use of lightweight materials in structural applications is ever increasing. Today,
lightweight engineering materials are needed to realise greener, safer and more
competitive products in all transportation modes. To facilitate development of such
products, a step change towards electrification to urban mobility and transport is
imminent, further requiring yet lighter vehicles. The immediate need for electrical
vehicles is driven by the forecasted shortage of crude oil based energy carriers together
with the necessity to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
To realise electric vehicles, and to keep up with the power requirements of new and
emerging technologies, the mobile platforms must carry increasingly larger masses and
volume of energy storage components such as capacitors, supercapacitors and batteries.
This development works against realisation of efficient electric vehicles, for which low
weight is essential. A decade ago Chung and Wang [1] presented the idea of using
carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP) in “structural electronics”. They suggested
that the semi-conductive nature of carbon fibre composites could be used to make
electric devices, e.g. diodes, detectors, transistors, etc. In this spirit they were first to
propose use of a high dielectric constant material as an interface between CFRP laminae
to provide a capacitor material, i.e. a structural parallel-plate capacitor. By this approach
truly multifunctional material, i.e. a material that can perform more than one function,
emerge. In the case of a structural capacitor, the material is stiff and strong to sustain
mechanical loading and at the same time is able to store electric energy. In a follow-on
study Luo and Chung demonstrated structural capacitor materials for the first time [2].
Lou and Chang made thin structural capacitors from single unidirectional carbon fibre
epoxy pre-preg layers separated by different paper dielectrics. For these materials
dynamic capacitance up to 1200 nF/m2 at 2 MHz was demonstrated, however no
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mechanical characterisation was performed. More recently, another approach for
making structural capacitors was suggested by Baechle et al. [3]. To achieve high
energy density of the capacitor for maximised multifunctional efficiency Baechle and
co-workers made structural capacitors from dielectric glass/epoxy pre-preg with thin
metal electrodes. By this approach Baechle and colleagues utilise the dielectric layer for
structural performance.
Since Chung and Wang [1] first suggested the use of structural electronics development
of such materials has been reported in the open literature and a new research area has
emerged – that of “composite structural power storage materials”. Recently, concepts
for structural polymer composite batteries [4, 5] and supercapacitors [6] have been
presented. All these materials are developed with a desire to reduce vehicle weight
permitting replacement of structural components (e.g. car floor panels) and energy
storage devices (e.g. batteries). The work presented here was enthused by the ambition
to develop a truly multifunctional composite material that may boost the development of
future ultra-light electric vehicles.
The objective of this study is to develop high performance multifunctional polymer
composite capacitor materials. These capacitor materials are developed in the spirit of
Luo and Chung [2], employing carbon fibre pre-preg lamina separated by a dielectric
material. In this study, papers and polymer films are utilised as dielectric separator
layers. The electric and mechanical performance is characterised for each dielectric
material employed and its overall multifunctional performance is assessed.
2 Experimental
2.1 Materials
Structural capacitors were made from carbon fibre epoxy composites to facilitate high
performance mechanical electrodes. The electrode layers (laminae) were made from
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0.125 mm thick pre-preg weaves. The pre-preg was a 245 g/m2 2x2 Twill HS (3K)
0º/90º configuration, MTM57/CF3200-42% RW, supplied by the Advanced Composite
Group, UK. The resulting CFRP composite had a fibre volume fraction of 52%. A
dielectric layer in a composite laminate separated the electrode layers. A number of
materials were employed as separator. The dielectric materials employed in this study,
and their nominal thicknesses, are listed in Table 1. The papers were regular printing
paper of different surface weights, which with the epoxy provide a separator layer. The
Polyamide film brand was Airtech Wrightlon 5400. The Polyester film was DuPont
Teijin Films Mylinex 301 Bondable Film. Finally, the polycarbonate film was a 0.15
mm thick PC quality supplied by Andren & söner, Sweden. Stacking two electrode
layers separated by the dielectric layer made the structural capacitors. To facilitate
mechanical testing thicker laminates were manufactured. Here, the electrode laminas
were each made from a stack of 20 pre-preg weaves, separated by the dielectric layer,
resulting in a laminate with a nominal thickness of 5 mm. The dielectric materials
selection as well as the choice of pre-preg carbon fibre epoxy weaves was done after an
extensive

pre-study

of

dielectrics,

composite

materials

and

manufacturing

techniques [7].
In addition to the dielectrics reported in Table 1 dielectrics were employed to study
effects of surface treatment of the polymer dielectric films on structural performance.
For this purpose, composite material capacitors utilising plasma treated (using a
Technics Plasma 440G equipment) PA- and PET-films were manufactured. In the
plasma treatment the surface of a substrate is exposed to plasma, i.e. excited in a gas
e.g. N2, as used in these experiments. The treatment is done to increase the adhesion
between the dielectric film and matrix of a composite as chemical bonds in the film
surface are broken and reactive positions are generated [7]. These reactive sites react
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with N creating polar groups at the surface. The advantage of this process is that no
thermal or mechanical strains are introduced into the specimen. The treatment was
performed during 15 seconds.
Table 1. Dielectrics and their nominal thickness.
Dielectric material Thickness [mm]
Paper 40g/m2
0.08
Paper 80g/m2
0.10
Paper 150g/m2
0.19
PA-film
0.05
PET-film
0.02
PC-film
0.17

2.2 Composite manufacture and characterisation
During manufacture pre-preg layers were stacked in a release agent coated mould. To
achieve equal surface properties on both sides of the laminate the structural capacitor
laminates were manufactured using peel plies on both top and bottom surfaces. The
mould was sealed with butyl tape and a vacuum bag. A schematic of the bagged lay up
is shown in Figure 1. Vacuum was applied and debulking without heat was performed.
The mould was then placed in an oven and heated according to the supplier’s
recommendations (120ºC for 30 minutes) to achieve fully cured laminates. The vacuum
was necessary to achieve void free, high quality composite laminates. Voids must be to
be kept to minimum. Air has a lower dielectric constant then the tested dielectrics.
Presence of voids will therefore locally reduce the isolative properties of the dielectric,
also mechanical properties are lowered.
CF prepreg
Separator

Vacuum
connection
Vacuum bag

Peel-plies

Mould

Butyl tape

Fig. 1. Manufacture of the structural capacitor laminates.
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In total six types of structural capacitor laminates were manufactured for electrical
characterisation. For each type of material a set of five specimens was manufactured.
The specimen designed for electrical (capacitance) characterisation is depicted in Figure
2. The specimen had a total area of 0.010 m2 and had a nominal thickness between 0.250.45 mm, depending on the dielectric material employed. The square shape was chosen
because it is easy to control size and placement, though a circular shape would be better
from electrical point of view, since corners concentrate charge. The dielectric material
has an excess of approximately 10 mm around carbon fibre plies to avoid edge effects.
A copper mesh was used as electrical connection due to good electrical conductivity and
compatibility to most matrices, as well as flexibility.
Eight structural capacitor materials were manufactured for mechanical characterisation.
In addition to the six capacitor materials made for electrical characterisation capacitors
employing the plasma treated PA and PET separator films, PA-PT and PET-PT
respectively were manufactured. Note that no capacitance measurements were
performed on capacitors using plasma treated dielectrics. The reason for this is that
plasma treatment alters only the surface properties of the polymer film and not its
intrinsic properties, nor its thickness. It is therefore assumed that plasma treatment of
the dielectric will have negligible influence on the capacitance of the structural
capacitor.
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Electrical
connection

Separator

Electrode

Fig. 2. A single layer structural capacitor for electric characterisation.

Specimens for ILSS characterisation using the short beam 3-point bending test [8] were
manufactured. The specimens were grinded and polished to the nominal dimensions:
thickness 5 mm, width 10 mm and length 40 mm.
2.3 Experimental characterisation
2.3.1 Capacitance
Capacitance measurements were carried out on in total 30 specimens, five for each type
of dielectric. Measurements were performed as follows: The capacitor was charged
repeatedly to an increasing voltage (V) until the structural capacitor was short-circuited.
For each voltage the structural capacitor was discharged and the charge (Q), in
Coulombs, giving the capacitance as

C

Q
.
V

(1)

The voltage to which the capacitor was charged was measured using a Voltmeter, Eltex
EMF 58. The charge during discharge was measured employing a Coulomb meter,
Keithley Instruments 602 Solid state electrometer.
To further characterise the electric properties of the structural capacitors measurements
of dynamic capacitance and losses were performed. The tests were run in a dynamic
electric test equipment, General Electric Programma IDA 200. In these tests the
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impedance was measured over the frequency range 0.1 Hz - 1 kHz. Tests were only
performed on one randomly selected sample of each capacitor material.
2.3.2 Dielectric breakdown voltage
Dielectric breakdown voltage (dielectric strength), of the capacitors was measured using
the ASTM standard for direct current measurement of dielectric breakdown [10] as done
by Baechle et al. [11]. Voltage was applied with a rate of 100V/s with the specimen
submerged in mineral oil. Breakdown tests were performed on three structural
capacitors of each type, in total 18 measurements. The equipment used was a Spellman
SR6 High Voltage Supply controlled by PCI GPIB and a HP 33120A Function
Waveform Generator, with a maximum voltage of 28,3 kV. A PCI NI-6023E (DAQ)
with a BNC-2111 connector block was used to record the results from the tests. Voltage
was applied until failure was evident by a large drop in voltage.
2.3.3 Interlaminar shear strength
The mechanical characterisation was limited to measurement of the interlaminar shear
strength (ILSS) of the structural capacitor to expose any negative or positive effects of
the dielectric, at mid-thickness, on the mechanical performance of the composite. This
is motivated, as the fibre-dominated in-plane properties are almost unaffected by the
introduction of a soft and weak dielectric layer, whereas the matrix-dominated out-ofplane properties are, in particular the ILSS. No significant effect of the dielectric on the
matrix-dominated in-plane mechanical properties, e.g. transverse strength, is expected.
The interlaminar shear strength was evaluated using the short beam three-point bending
test according to the ASTM D2344 standard [8]. The test set-up is shown in Figure 3. In
the test, the specimen rested on two support rollers. The displacement was applied at the
centre of the specimen at a rate of 1.0 mm/min. As a result, maximum shear stresses
appear at the specimen mid-thickness, i.e. at the position of the dielectric. Hence, the
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ILSS of the dielectric/CFRP interface was measured in the test. In total, 40 specimens
were tested, five for each capacitor material, including the structural capacitor materials
with the plasma treated dielectrics. In addition, ILSS for the CFRP was measured on
five samples.

Fig. 3. Short beam 3-point bending set up.

Due to design of the test rig, the ILSS test set-up was modified somewhat compared to
ASTM D2344 standard [8]. The employed rig had a minimum span of 22.7 mm with
rollers 10 mm in diameter.
During the ILSS tests load and crosshead displacement were recorded. The load was
applied until either of three conditions occurred; a load drop of 30 %, the cross head
displacement exceeded the specimen nominal thickness or specimen fracture. The
interlaminar shear strength was calculated according to the standard [8].
It is well known that the short beam three-point bend test does not provide very accurate
ILSS values due non-uniformity of the stress field [9]. However, the test is useful to
monitor difference in interlaminar shear strength between materials and therefore
provides a useful tool for assessment of the relative performance of the individual
structural capacitor materials developed here. The method is selected in this study being
a very easy to perform and robust test.
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2.4 Energy density
Evaluation of energy density allows comparison between the different capacitor
devices. Use of thin film dielectric separators usually results in capacitors with high
capacitance but low breakdown voltage [11]. The energy density is given by

* sc

1
CV 2
2
,
m sc

(2)

where * sc is the energy density of the structural capacitor, C the capacitance, V the
voltage at dielectric breakdown and msc the mass of the structural capacitor. It should
be pointed out that the energy density of a single dielectric layer capacitor, like the ones
assessed here, will be lower than that of a conventional multilayer capacitor. This is due
to the more effective use of electrodes in a multilayer capacitor. A single layer capacitor
has two electrodes and one dielectric layer. Generally a n-layer capacitor will have n+1
electrodes and n dielectric layers. Here the energy density will be used to evaluate the
multifunctional efficiency of the structural capacitors.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Electrical properties
Table 2. Summary of results for various structural capacitors

Dielectric

Thickness
[μm]

Capacitance
[nF/m2]

Dielectric strength
[kV]

Average energy
density
[J/g]

Paper 40g/m2
71±4
712±118
0.55±0,08
0.00013
Paper 80g/m2
89±3
2466±1007
0.78±0,05
0.00088
Paper 150g/m2
173±5
766±286
1.69±0,08
0.0012
PA-film
50±3
868±198
7.80±1,03
0.034
PET-film
19±1
1860±1024
6.40±0,66
0.052
PC-film
155±8
206±11
28.3*
0.089*
*The capacitors had not failed at maximum voltage in the breakdown voltage tests.
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The results from the discharge and dielectric strength experiments are presented in
Table 2. The results are measured average capacitance and dielectric strength with
standard deviations, for respective dielectric.
3.1.1 Capacitance
The 80 g/m2 paper capacitor gives the highest capacitance. This is unexpected since the
thinner 40 g/m2 paper dielectric should give a higher capacitance as capacitance is
proportional to the inverse of the thickness of the dielectric. One plausible reason for the
lower capacitance of the 40 g/m2 paper capacitor could be migration of carbon dust into
the porous surface of the paper. Such effects were observed in an earlier study for other
thin porous dielectrics [7] and also found by Luo and Chung [2] for thin paper
dielectrics.
For the polymer films, thickness is the main variable controlling capacitance. This is
evident for the PC film, which has the largest thickness and consequently the lowest
capacitance. An explanation for the noticeably high standard deviation for 80 g/m2 and
PET could be test equipment limitations. The capacitors with high capacitance required
low voltage in order to be measured, affecting accuracy of measurements.
The reported capacitances for all structural CFRP electrode capacitor designs studied
here were significantly higher than those found for capacitors employing structural
dielectric layers [3, 11]. The highest capacitance reported for those materials was
approximately 150 nF/m2 [11], c.f. Table 2. No experimental comparison with
capacitance of a conventional capacitor material was possible. Nevertheless, a
comparison with theoretical capacitance of conventional film capacitors (80 Pm thick
PET film covered by 4 Pm copper on both sides) suggests that the structural capacitors
developed in this study match the conventional capacitors considering capacitance. The
theoretical capacitance for such a conventional film capacitor is 365 nF/m2 to be
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compared with the 1860 nF/m2 for the PET-film structural capacitor developed here. As
discussed by Luo and Chung [2], the carbon fibres in the structural capacitor electrodes
provide an increased surface area, and therefore promote an increase in capacity
compared to conventional film electrode capacitors.
Table 3. Dynamic capacitance and electric loss at 0.1 Hz.
Dielectric
Paper 40g/m2
Paper 80g/m2
Paper 150g/m2
PA-film
PET-film
PC-film

Dynamic capacitance [nF/m2]
783
2450
924
2461
1144
157

Tan G
0.486
2.449
1.178
0.635
0.022
0.003

Results from the dynamic capacitance and loss measurements at 0,1 Hz are presented in
Table 3. The 80 g/m2 paper capacitor along with PA and PET ones exhibit the highest
values of dynamic capacitance. Complete data from the dynamic tests are found in
ref. [7].
3.1.2 Dielectric strength

Fig. 4. Voltage history of a typical dielectric strength test.

In Figure 4 the voltage history for a typical dielectric strength test series is depicted.
Note the absence of clearing reported in tests on capacitors employing structural
dielectric separators [11]. Results from the dielectric breakdown voltage measurements
are presented in Table 2. The results show superior performance of the polymer films to
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that of impregnated paper dielectrics. The dielectric strength of the polymer film
capacitors was at least one order of magnitude higher than that for capacitors with paper
dielectric separators. The performance of the PC-film capacitor was outstanding, and
did not breakdown before maximum voltage was reached. Hence is should be
recognized that maximum energy density for the PC-film capacitor could not be
measured with the current test set-up.
The average static capacitance, average breakdown voltage and average weight were
used to calculate the energy density according to Equation (2). The calculated energy
densities are presented in Table 2.
The achieved energy densities for the capacitors with polymer film dielectric separators
are significantly higher than those from paper dielectrics. This is explained by the
superior dielectric strengths of these capacitors. The energy density for PC-film
capacitor was particularly good. All PC-film capacitors exceeded an energy density of
0.089 J/g. This value is lower than the 0.28 J/g reported for structural dielectric
separator capacitors developed by O’Brien et al. [11]. However, the breakdown voltage
was not reached for the PD-film dielectric capacitor studied here. As the energy density
is proportional to the breakdown voltage squared, even a moderate increase in measured
dielectric strength will result in a significant increase in energy density.
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3.2 Mechanical properties –ILSS
Table 4. Interlaminar shear strength for the structural capacitors.
Dielectric
Paper 40g/m2
Paper 80g/m2
Paper 150g/m2
PA-film
PA-film, plasma treated
PET-film
PET-film, plasma treated
PC-film
CFRP

ILSS [MPa]
9.54±0.19
21.76±1.08
36.61±2.34
22.12±3.50
65.26±1.19
20.31±0.58
29.78±2.22
10.19±1.04
23.28±2.88

The interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) results from the short beam three-point bending
tests are summarised in Table 4. ILSS tests were also performed on the carbon fibre
epoxy laminate without any dielectric (i.e. the monofunctional structural composite
material). The average ILSS for the five CFRP specimens was 23.28 MPa.
A clear trend is observed for the paper capacitors: the thicker paper the higher
interlaminar shear strength. The 150 g/m2 paper dielectric capacitor out-performs the
conventional CFRP laminate by approximately 50%! All untreated plastic film
capacitors show lower values than the 150 g/m2 paper capacitor. However, both the PAfilm and PET-film capacitors perform as good as the CFRP laminate, all exceeding
ILSS of 20 MPa. This is also the case for the 80 g/m2 paper capacitor. Among the
polymer film dielectrics the PC-film capacitors perform less good. Its ILSS is less than
half of that of the CFRP. Although not generally observed here, improved delamination
resistance is expected by interleaving CFRP with thermoplastic films, see e.g. [12]. To
reach such improvements, however, excellent film/composite adhesion is required.
Consequently, the results for plasma treated films reveal a tremendous effect of plasma
treatment of the polymer film dielectrics on the ILSS of the structural capacitor
materials. Plasma treatment of the PA-film dielectric results in an increase from 22.12
MPa to 65.26 MPa for the composite capacitor material. That is an increase in ILSS by
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almost 200%! Also for the PET-film capacitor a very large improvement of the
interlaminar shear strength was found (almost 50%).
An ocular inspection of the fractured specimens was done immediately after testing.
The visual inspection showed that all specimens fractured at the middle interface, i.e. at
the position of the dielectric separator. The specimens were split open and the fracture
surfaces were inspected in an optical microscope. For the capacitors with paper
dielectrics cohesive failure in the impregnated paper was observed, leaving residue
paper on both fracture surfaces. For the plastic film structural capacitors adhesive
failure at the separator/composite interface with, some evidence of improved adhesion
for the plasma treated films was observed.
3.3 Multifunctional performance
Multifunctional performance is evaluated by assessment of measured energy density vs.
specific interlaminar shear strength and calculated specific in plane stiffness. Here, the
in plane stiffness was calculated by rule of mixture using the stiffness data for the CFRP
and the polymer films provided by the material suppliers. Although capacitance and
dielectric strength are important properties for the performance of a capacitor, use of
these properties individually to assess multifunctional performance of a structural
capacitor will produce contradicting results. For example, if one was to assess
multifunctional performance with respect to capacitance alone, the 80 g/m2 paper and
PET-film would be found most suitable to achieve structural capacitor materials,
whereas the PC-film capacitor would be found worse. In contrast, if only dielectric
strength was to be considered, the PC- and PET-film capacitors would be ranked highest
and the all paper dielectric capacitors would be found inferior.
Employing energy density as the parameter to assess multifunctional performance
allows us to compare the different structural capacitor designs for their applicability in a
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structural system, where energy needs to be stored, with respect to their potential to
reduce system weight. Consequently, this approach allows us to evaluate the structural
capacitors influence on system weight, as described by O’Brien et al. [11]. This is
important as even though the multifunctional element exhibits energy density and
strength and/or stiffness that usually are lower than the best monofunctional materials,
at a system level the multifunctional material enables an overall mass saving. In the
paper by O’Brien et al. [11] a procedure to evaluate multifunctional capacitor designs,
following an approach suggested by Wetzel [13] is presented. O’Brien and co-workers
[11] define a total system mass M equal to the sum of the mass of the capacitors mc and
the mass of the structure ms. The design metric for capacitor performance is energy
density * (in J/kg) with overall system energy storage defined as * *mc . Similarly,
the mechanical performance, e.g. specific modulus or ILSS (J/kg), can be defined as

E and W . From these, the energy density and specific mechanical properties of the
structural capacitors can be found as V e * , V s E and V sW . V e and V s are the structural
capacitor’s

energy

and

structural

efficiencies,

respectively.

An

improved

multifunctional design would maintain the same overall system energy and mechanical
performance but reduce the total system weight. However, a structural capacitor will
only enable such system level mass savings if

V mf { V e  V s ! 1 .

(3)

Multifunctional performance is depicted in Figure 5. In Figure 5a energy density is
plotted as function of specific interlaminar shear strength. In the Figure, a dashed line,
representing Equation (3) is introduced to indicate multifunctional efficiency, V mf , of
the structural capacitors, with respect to ILSS. Data points located to the right of the
dashed line exhibit a multifunctional efficiency greater than unity. Here, the reference
energy density for a state of the art capacitor material has been assumed to 1 J/g [11],
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whereas the ILSS for the CFRP is used as benchmark for the strength. From the graph it
is evident that the PA- and PET-film capacitors exhibit multifunctional efficiencies
exceeding unity. Note that these data refer to the tests on untreated films. When plasma
treated, the ILSS increased substantially, by which both capacitors should achieve
multifunctional efficiencies exceeding unity by a large margin. Also, the 150 g/m2 paper
exhibits multifunctional efficiency larger than unity. This is however solely due to the
high specific ILSS of the capacitor material exceeding that of the CFRP. Consequently,
based on these results use of the paper dielectric capacitors cannot be recommended.
Results for multifunctional efficiency with respect to specific in plane stiffness are
plotted in Figure 5b. Again a dashed line indicating multifunctional efficiency of unity,
according to Equation (3) is introduced, where energy density of 1 J/g and specific
modulus

of

40.93 GPa/(g/cm3) are

used for the monofunctional materials.

Consequently, the stiffness offered by the CFRP structural capacitor electrodes greatly
exceeds that resulting from use of GFRP dielectrics developed by O’Brien et al. [11].
Here, data for polymer films only are presented, as the energy densities in the paperseparated capacitors are too low to be of interest. For this case, a multifunctional
efficiency higher than unity is achieved for all polymer-film capacitor materials. Note
that in both Figure 5a and 5b, the energy density plotted for the PC-film capacitor is a
lower than the maximum energy density, which remains unknown at this stage.
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a)

b)
Fig. 5. a) Energy density versus specific ILSS for the structural capacitors b) Energy density versus
calculated specific stiffness for plastic film structural capacitors.

4 Conclusions
A series of structural capacitor materials made from carbon fibre reinforced polymers
electrodes have been manufactured and evaluated for their mechanical, electric and
multifunctional performance. The structural capacitor materials were made from carbon
fibre epoxy pre-preg woven lamina as electrodes separated by a dielectric material. The
dielectric materials employed in this study were three different surface weights of paper
and three different polymer films (PA, PET and PC).
Multifunctional efficiency of the developed structural capacitors was evaluated on the
basis of achieved energy density and interlaminar shear strength as well as in plane
stiffness. All capacitors employing a polymer film dielectric separator investigated
indicate potential for high multifunctional efficiency. Depending on film thickness and
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surface plasma treatment significantly improved multifunctional designs with overall
weight savings can be achieved. In particular, use of CFRP in the capacitor electrodes
will result in significantly higher in plane stiffness of the multifunctional component
than will use of GFRP structural dielectric separators. Nevertheless, further research is
needed to identify best choice of polymer film and film thickness as well as best
practice for surface treatment.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper an approach towards realising novel multifunctional polymer composites is
presented. A series of structural capacitor materials made from carbon fibre reinforced
polymers have been developed, manufactured and tested. The structural capacitor
materials were made from carbon fibre epoxy pre-preg woven lamina separated by a
polymer film dielectric separator. The structural capacitor multifunctional performance
was characterised measuring capacitance, dielectric strength and tearing force. The
developed structural CFRP capacitor designs employing polymer film dielectrics (PA,
PC and PET) offer remarkable multifunctional potential.

Keywords: Multifunctional, Electrical properties, Mechanical properties, Carbon fibre
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1 Introduction
The use of lightweight materials in structural applications is ever increasing. Today,
lightweight engineering materials are needed to realise greener, safer and more
competitive products in all transportation modes. To facilitate development of such
products, a step change towards electrification to urban mobility and transport is
imminent, further requiring yet lighter vehicles. The immediate need for electrical
vehicles is driven by the forecasted shortage of crude oil based energy carriers together
with the necessity to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
To realise electric vehicles, and to keep up with the power requirements of new and
emerging technologies, the mobile platforms must carry increasingly larger masses and
volume of energy storage components such as capacitors, supercapacitors and batteries.
This development works against realisation of efficient electric vehicles, for which low
weight is essential. A decade ago Chung and Wang [1] presented the idea of using
carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP) in “structural electronics”. They suggested
that the semi-conductive nature of carbon fibre composites could be used to make
electric devices, e.g. diodes, detectors, transistors, etc. In this spirit they were first to
propose use of a high dielectric constant material as an interface between CFRP lamina
to provide a capacitor material, i.e. a structural parallel-plate capacitor. By this approach
truly multifunctional material, i.e. a material that can perform more than one function,
emerge. In the case of a structural capacitor, the material is stiff and strong to sustain
mechanical loading and at the same time is able to store electric energy. In a follow-on
study Luo and Chung demonstrated structural capacitor materials for the first time [2].
Lou and Chang made thin structural capacitors from single unidirectional carbon fibre
epoxy pre-preg layers separated by different paper dielectrics. For these materials
dynamic capacitance up to 1200 nF/m2 at 2 MHz was demonstrated, however no
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mechanical characterisation was performed. More recently, another approach for
making structural capacitors was suggested by Baechle et al. [3]. To achieve high
energy density of the capacitor for maximised multifunctional efficiency Baechle and
co-workers made structural capacitors from dielectric glass/epoxy pre-preg with thin
metal electrodes. By this approach Baechle and colleagues utilise the dielectric layer for
structural performance.
Since Chung and Wang [1] first suggested the use of structural electronics development
of such materials has been reported in the open literature and a new research area has
emerged – that of “composite structural power storage materials”. Recently, concepts
for structural polymer composite batteries [4, 5] and supercapacitors [6] have been
presented. All these materials are developed with a desire to reduce vehicle weight
permitting replacement of structural components (e.g. car floor panels) and energy
storage devices (e.g. batteries). The work presented here was enthused by the ambition
to develop a truly multifunctional composite material that may boost the development of
future ultra-light electric vehicles.
The objective of this study is to develop high performance multifunctional polymer
composite capacitor materials. These capacitor materials are developed in the spirit of
Luo and Chung [2], employing carbon fibre pre-preg lamina separated by a dielectric
material. In this study polymer films are utilised as dielectric separator layers. The
electric and mechanical performance is characterised for each dielectric material
employed and its overall multifunctional performance is assessed.
2 Experimental
2.1 Materials
Structural capacitors were made from carbon fibre epoxy composites to facilitate high
performance mechanical electrodes. The electrode layers (laminae) were made from
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0.125 mm thick pre-preg weaves. The pre-preg was a 245 g/m2 2x2 Twill HS (3K)
0º/90º configuration, MTM57/CF3200-42% RW, supplied by the Advanced Composite
Group, UK. The resulting CFRP composite had a fibre volume fraction of 52%. A
dielectric layer in a composite laminate separated the electrode layers. A selection of
materials was employed as separator. The dielectric materials employed in this study,
and their nominal thicknesses, are listed in Table 1. The Polyamide film brand was
Airtech Wrightlon 5400. The Polyester film was DuPont Teijin Films Mylinex 301
Bondable Film. Finally, the polycarbonate film was a 0.15 mm thick PC quality
supplied by Andren & söner, Sweden. Stacking two electrode layers separated by the
dielectric layer made the structural capacitors. To facilitate mechanical testing thicker
laminates were manufactured. Here, the specimens were made from six layers of prepreg weaves alternated with five dielectric layers, resulting in a laminate with a nominal
thickness of 2 mm.
In addition to the dielectrics reported in Table 1 dielectrics were employed to study
effects of surface treatment of the polymer dielectric films on structural performance.
For this purpose, composite material capacitors utilising plasma treated (using a
Technics Plasma 440G equipment) PA- and PET-films were manufactured. In the
plasma treatment the surface of a substrate is exposed to plasma, i.e. excited in a gas
e.g. N2, as used in these experiments. The treatment is done to increase the adhesion
between the dielectric film and matrix of a composite as chemical bonds in the film
surface are broken and reactive positions are generated [7]. These reactive sites react
with nitrogen creating polar groups at the surface. The advantage of this process is that
no thermal or mechanical strains are introduced into the specimen. The treatment was
performed during 15 seconds.
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Table 1. Dielectrics and their nominal thickness.
Dielectric material Thickness [mm]
PA-film
0.05
PET-film
0.02
PC-film
0.17

2.2 Composite manufacture and characterisation
During manufacture pre-preg layers were stacked in a release agent coated mould. To
achieve equal surface properties on both sides of the laminate the structural capacitor
laminates were manufactured using peel plies on both top and bottom surfaces. The
mould was sealed with butyl tape and a vacuum bag. A schematic of the bagged layup is
shown in Figure 1. Vacuum was applied and debulking without heat was performed.
The mould was then placed in an oven and heated according to the supplier’s
recommendations (120ºC for 30 minutes) to achieve fully cured laminates. The vacuum
was necessary to achieve void free, high quality composite laminates. Voids must be to
be kept to minimum. Air has a lower dielectric constant then the tested dielectrics.
Presence of voids will therefore locally reduce the isolative properties of the dielectric,
also mechanical properties are lowered.
CF prepreg
Separator

Vacuum
connection
Vacuum bag

Peel-plies

Mould

Butyl tape

Fig. 1. Manufacture of the structural capacitor laminates.

In total three types of structural capacitor laminates were manufactured for electrical
characterisation. For each type of material a set of five specimens was manufactured.
The specimen designed for electrical (capacitance) characterisation is depicted in
Figure 2. The specimen had a total area of 0.010 m2 and had a nominal thickness
between 0.27-0.42 mm, depending on the dielectric material employed. The square
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shape was chosen because it is easy to control size and placement, though a circular
shape would be better from electrical point of view, since corners concentrate charge.
The dielectric material has an excess of approximately 10 mm around carbon fibre plies
to avoid edge effects. A copper mesh was used as electrical connection due to good
electrical conductivity and compatibility to most matrices, as well as flexibility.
Two structural capacitor materials were manufactured for mechanical characterisation.
In addition to the three capacitor materials made for electrical characterisation
capacitors employing the plasma treated PA and PET separator films, PA-PT and PETPT respectively were manufactured. Note that no capacitance measurements were
performed on capacitors using plasma treated dielectrics. The reason for this is that
plasma treatment alters only the surface properties of the polymer film and not its
intrinsic properties, nor its thickness. It is therefore assumed that plasma treatment of
the dielectric will have negligible influence on the capacitance of the structural
capacitor.

Electrical
connection

Separator

Electrode

Fig. 2. A single layer structural capacitor for electric characterisation.

Specimens for tearing were manufactured; specimens were cut and grinded to the
nominal dimensions: thickness 2 mm, width 30 mm and length 150 mm and a hole with
diameter 5 mm was drilled.
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2.3 Experimental characterisation
2.3.1 Capacitance
Capacitance measurements were carried out on in total 15 specimens, five for each type
of dielectric. Measurements were performed as follows: The capacitor was charged
repeatedly to an increasing voltage (V) until the structural capacitor was short-circuited.
For each voltage the structural capacitor was discharged and the charge (Q), in
Coulombs, giving the capacitance as

C

Q
V

(1)

The voltage to which the capacitor was charged was measured using a Voltmeter,
Eltex EMF 58. The charge during discharge was measured employing a Coulomb meter,
Keithley Instruments 602 Solid state electrometer.
2.3.2 Dielectric breakdown voltage
Dielectric breakdown voltage (dielectric strength), of the capacitors was measured using
the ASTM standard for direct current measurement of dielectric breakdown [8] as done
by Baechle et al. [9]. Voltage was applied with a rate of 100V/s with the specimen
submerged in mineral oil. Breakdown tests were performed on three structural
capacitors of each type, in total 18 measurements. The equipment used was a Spellman
SR6 High Voltage Supply controlled by PCI GPIB and a HP 33120A Function
Waveform Generator, with a maximum voltage of 28.3 kV. A PCI NI-6023E (DAQ)
with a BNC-2111 connector block was used to record the results from the tests. Voltage
was applied until failure was evident by a large drop in voltage.
2.3.3 Tearing
A tearing test was chosen to evaluate the structural capacitors use in a crash situation
that could be found in e.g. an automotive application. The tearing force was evaluated
using a tearing test developed for simulating a tearing failure [10]. The test is easily
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performed and requires very little specimen preparation making it very fast and robust.
The test was performed in an ordinary tensile tester utilizing a purpose made fixture.
The specimen was clamped at end and a bolt was put though the predrilled hole.
When performing the test a fixed cross head speed of 50 mm/min and a tearing distance
of 70 mm were used. The force was measured continuously throughout the test. The
structural capacitor materials have different thicknesses. Consequently to allow
comparison of tearing force the measured force is normalized with bolt diameter and
laminate thickness, expressed in equation 2 as

Fnorm

F
.
t *d

(2)

Where F is the average tearing force, t is the thickness of the sample and d is the
diameter of the bolt (4.88 mm for the test equipment used here).
Due to the nature of this test being a process measuring over a bulk of material it was
considered sufficient to use only two specimens of each type.
2.3.4 Electrical energy density
Evaluation of electrical energy density allows comparison between the different
capacitor devices. Use of thin film dielectric separators usually results in capacitors with
high capacitance but low breakdown voltage [9]. The energy density is given by

* sc

1
CV 2
2
m sc

(3)

Where * sc is the energy density of the structural capacitor, C the capacitance, V the
voltage at dielectric breakdown and msc the mass of the structural capacitor.
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3 Results and discussion
3.1 Electrical properties
Table 2. Summary of results for various structural capacitors
Dielectric

Thickness
[μm]

Capacitance
[nF/m2]

Dielectric strength
[kV]

Average electrical energy
density [J/g]

PA-film
50±3
868±198
7.80±1,03
0.034
PET-film
19±1
1860±1024
6.40±0,66
0.052
PC-film
155±8
206±11
28.3*
0.089*
*The capacitors had not failed at maximum voltage in the breakdown voltage tests.

The results from the discharge and dielectric strength experiments are presented in
Table 2. The results are measured average capacitance and dielectric strength with
standard deviations, for respective dielectric.
3.1.1 Capacitance
For the polymer films, thickness is the main variable controlling capacitance. This is
evident for the PC film, which has the largest thickness and consequently the lowest
capacitance. An explanation for the noticeably high standard deviation for the PET-film
capacitor could be test equipment limitations. The capacitors with high capacitance
required low voltage in order to be measured, affecting accuracy of measurements.
The reported capacitances for all structural CFRP electrode capacitor designs studied
here were significantly higher than those found for capacitors employing structural
dielectric layers [3, 9]. The highest capacitance reported for those materials was
approximately 150 nF/m2 [9], c.f. Table 2. No experimental comparison with
capacitance of a conventional capacitor material was possible. Nevertheless, a
comparison with theoretical capacitance of conventional film capacitors (80 μm thick
PET-film covered by 4 μm copper on both sides) suggests that the structural capacitors
developed in this study match the conventional capacitors considering capacitance. The
theoretical capacitance for such a conventional film capacitor is 1460 nF/m2 to be
compared with the 1860 nF/m2 for the PET-film structural capacitor developed here. As
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discussed by Luo and Chung [2], the carbon fibres in the structural capacitor electrodes
provide an increased surface area, and therefore promote an increase in capacity
compared to conventional film electrode capacitors.
3.1.2 Dielectric strength

Fig. 3. Voltage history of a typical dielectric strength test.

In Figure 3 the voltage history for a typical dielectric strength test series is depicted.
Note the absence of clearing reported in tests on capacitors employing structural
dielectric separators [9]. Results from the dielectric breakdown voltage measurements
are presented in Table 2. The PA and PET films performance are in the same region but
the lower thickness of the PET film makes it favourable as an insulator in a structural
capacitor. The performance of the PC-film capacitor was outstanding, and did not
breakdown before maximum voltage was reached. Hence is should be recognized that
maximum electrical energy density for the PC-film capacitor could not be measured
with the current test set-up.
The average static capacitance, average breakdown voltage and average weight were
used to calculate the electrical energy density according to Equation (3). The calculated
energy densities are presented in Table 2.
The electrical energy density for PC-film capacitor was particularly good. All PC-film
capacitors exceeded an electrical energy density of 0.089 J/g. This value is lower than
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the 0.28 J/g reported for structural dielectric separator capacitors developed by O’Brien
et al. [9]. However, the breakdown voltage was not reached for the PD-film dielectric
capacitor studied here. As the energy density is proportional to the breakdown voltage
squared, even a moderate increase in measured dielectric strength will result in a
significant increase in electrical energy density
3.2 Mechanical properties – Tearing
A typical force measurement is depicted in Figure 4. The force used in the calculations
is the average force in the steady state region of the tearing.

Steady state region

Tearing initiation region

Fig. 4. Typical tearing force measurement
Table 3. Average tearing force normalized by sample thickness and bolt diameter (Std. dev. within
brackets)
Dielectric
PA-film
PA-film, plasma treated
PET-film
PET-film, plasma treated
PC-film
CFRP

Normalized tearing force [MPa]
124.5 (11.4)
171.0 (12.4)
127.4 (16.0)
121.9 (15.8)
154.2 (14.8)
202.8 (15.6)

The normalized tearing forces (see Eq. 2) are presented in table 3. As seen in the table
no structural capacitor can compete with the pure CFRP laminate. Worth noting,
however, is the great performance for the plasma treated PA-film capacitor material
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compared to the non-treated PA-film material. No such improvements from treatment
noted for the PET-film, for which the plasma treated film shows slightly lower
performance than that of the non-treated film material. The variation is quite small and
could be due to natural variations within the samples.
3.3 Multifunctional performance
Multifunctional performance is evaluated by assessment of measured energy density vs.
specific tearing force and calculated specific in plane stiffness. Here, the in plane
stiffness was calculated by rule of mixture using the stiffness data for the CFRP and the
polymer films provided by the material suppliers. Although capacitance and dielectric
strength are important properties for the performance of a capacitor, use of these
properties individually to assess multifunctional performance of a structural capacitor
will produce contradicting results. For example, if one was to assess multifunctional
performance with respect to capacitance alone, PET-film would be found most suitable
to achieve structural capacitor materials, whereas the PC-film capacitor would be found
worse. In contrast, if only tearing energy was to be considered none could match the
pure CFRP but the best choice would be the PC-film capacitor.
Employing energy density as the parameter to assess multifunctional performance
allows us to compare the different structural capacitor designs for their applicability in a
structural system, where energy needs to be stored, with respect to their potential to
reduce system weight. Consequently, this approach allows us to evaluate the structural
capacitors influence on system weight, as described by O’Brien et al. [9]. This is
important as even though the multifunctional element exhibits energy density and
strength and/or stiffness that usually are lower than the best monofunctional materials,
at a system level the multifunctional material enables an overall mass saving. In the
paper by O’Brien et al. [9] a procedure to evaluate multifunctional capacitor designs,
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following an approach suggested by Wetzel [11] is presented. O’Brien and co-workers
[9] define a total system mass M equal to the sum of the mass of the capacitors mc and
the mass of the structure ms. The design metric for capacitor performance is energy
density * (in J/kg) with overall system energy storage defined as * *mc . Similarly,
the mechanical performance, e.g. specific modulus or ILSS (J/kg), can be defined as

E and W . From these, the energy density and specific mechanical properties of the
structural capacitors can be found as V e * , V s E and V sW . V e and V s are the structural
capacitor’s

energy

and

structural

efficiencies,

respectively.

An

improved

multifunctional design would maintain the same overall system energy and mechanical
performance but reduce the total system weight. However, a structural capacitor will
only enable such system level mass savings if

V mf { V e  V s ! 1

(4)

Multifunctional performance is depicted in Figure 5. In Figure 5a electrical energy
density is plotted as function of specific normalized tearing force. In the Figure, a
dashed line, representing Equation (4) is introduced to indicate multifunctional
efficiency, V mf , of the structural capacitors, with respect to tearing force. Data points
located to the right of the dashed line exhibit a multifunctional efficiency greater than
unity. Here, the reference electrical energy density for a state of the art capacitor
material has been assumed to 1 J/g [9], whereas the tearing force for the CFRP is used
as benchmark for the strength. From the graph it is evident that only the PC-film
capacitor exhibit multifunctional efficiencies exceeding unity. Note that these data refer
to the tests on untreated films. When plasma treated, the tearing force increased
substantially for the PA-film and would therefore achieve multifunctional efficiency
exceeding unity by a large margin.
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Results for multifunctional efficiency with respect to specific in plane stiffness are
plotted in Figure 5b. Again a dashed line indicating multifunctional efficiency of unity,
according to Equation (3) is introduced, where electrical energy density of 1 J/g and
specific modulus of 40.93 GPa/(g/cm3) are used for the monofunctional materials.
Consequently, the stiffness offered by the CFRP structural capacitor electrodes greatly
exceeds that resulting from use of GFRP dielectrics developed by O’Brien et al. [9]. In
all cases a multifunctional efficiency higher than unity is achieved for all polymer-film
capacitor materials. Note that in both Figure 5a and 5b, the energy density plotted for
the PC-film capacitor is a lower than the maximum energy density, which remains
unknown at this stage.

a)

b)
Fig. 5. a) Energy density versus specific specific normalized tearing force for the structural capacitors
b)Energy density versus calculated specific stiffness for plastic film structural capacitors.
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4 Conclusions
A series of structural capacitor materials made from carbon fibre reinforced polymers
electrodes have been manufactured and evaluated for their mechanical, electric and
multifunctional performance. The structural capacitor materials were made from carbon
fibre epoxy pre-preg woven lamina as electrodes separated by a dielectric material. The
dielectric materials employed in this study were three different polymer films (PA, PET
and PC).
Multifunctional efficiency of the developed structural capacitors was evaluated on the
basis of achieved electrical energy density and tearing force as well as in plane stiffness.
All capacitors investigated indicate potential for high multifunctional efficiency.
Depending on film thickness and surface plasma treatment significantly improved
multifunctional designs with overall weight savings can be achieved. In particular, use
of CFRP in the capacitor electrodes will result in significantly higher in plane stiffness
of the multifunctional component than will use of GFRP structural dielectric separators.
Nevertheless, further research is needed to identify best choice of polymer film and film
thickness as well as best practice for surface treatment.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an approach towards realising novel multifunctional polymer
composites with combined structural and electric energy storing ability. A series of
structural capacitors were made using three thicknesses of DuPont Mylar A
thermoplastic PET as a dielectric separator employing carbon fibre/epoxy pre-pregs as
structural electrodes. Plasma treatment was used as a route for improved epoxy/PET
adhesion. The manufactured materials were mechanically and electrically tested to
evaluate their multifunctional efficiency.
The multifunctional materials developed show good potential for replacing steel,
aluminium and other materials with lower specific mechanical properties but do not
match the high specific mechanical and electrical performance of monofunctional
composites and capacitors.

Keywords: A: Layered structures, A: Smart materials, B: Electrical properties, B: mechanical properties
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1 Introduction
Modern technology is often dependent on electrical energy storage in one form or
another. This requires the use of discrete devices as batteries, supercapacitors and
capacitors with great weight and/or space penalties on the products. A good example is
the hybridisation and electrification of ground vehicles where battery space and weight
are real issues in creating efficient solutions since weight strongly restricts the vehicle
operational range. In order to solve this, new approaches must be considered.
One route to address this problem could be the development of multifunctional
materials, in this case materials that can store electrical energy and withstand
mechanical loading.
Chung and Wang [1] were first to present the idea of using the semi-conductive nature
of the carbon fibre in “structural electronics”, making electric devices such as diodes,
detectors, transistors, etc. They also proposed to use a high dielectric constant material
as an interface between CFRP laminas to make a structural parallel-plate capacitor. By
this approach truly multifunctional materials, i.e. a material that can perform more than
one function, emerge. In a follow-on study Luo and Chung demonstrated structural
capacitor materials for the first time [2]. Lou and Chung made thin structural capacitors
from unidirectional carbon fibre epoxy pre-preg layers separated by different paper
dielectrics.
Another approach for making structural capacitors was suggested by Baechle et al. [3],
employing glass fibre/epoxy pre-preg as the dielectric with metalized polymer films as
electrodes. The most recent results on this approach were presented by O´Brien et al. [4]
investigating effects of fibre and void fractions on the multifunctional performance,
reporting capacitances and energy densities as high as 2.5 nF and 0.34 J/g for a 75x75
mm active area. Further, O´Brien [4] and co-workers also investigated effects on tensile
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properties from interleaving a composite with electrodes, showing that the stiffness is
usually lower than expected from the rule of mixture (ROM), and always lower than
that of the neat composite.
Other recent studies in the multifunctional field have focused on structural
supercapacitors. Gallagher et al. [5] have studied supercapacitors based on carbon fibre
weaves with PEGDGE based electrolytes and reported specific capacitances as high as
1.4 mF/cm3 combined with stiffness and strength at 18.9 GPa and 466 MPa respectively.
Previous work [6-8] performed at Swerea SICOMP AB has investigated the use of
different surface weight printing papers and polymer film dielectric separators with
carbon fibre prepreg electrodes in the spirit of Luo and Chung [2]. The concept of
making capacitors with carbon fibre epoxy pre-preg electrodes separated by a thin
polymer film was found very promising achieving high mechanical properties with
reasonable electrical properties [7]. However, data on the effects of variations in the
dielectric film thickness on the energy density are lacking. For this reason the effect of
separator thickness on multifunctional performance is explored in this paper.
The objective of this study was to develop structural capacitor materials from CFRP
electrodes and PET-film separators of different thickness and surface treatment. The
capacitor materials were evaluated for their multifunctional efficiency, as described by
O´Brien et. al. [4, 9].
2 Experimental
2.1 Materials
Structural capacitors were made from carbon fibre epoxy composites to facilitate high
performance mechanical electrodes. The electrode layers (laminas) were made from
0.268 mm thick pre-preg weaves. The pre-preg was a 245 g/m2 2x2 Twill HS (3K)
0º/90º configuration, MTM57/CF3200-42 % RW, supplied by Umeco, UK. As
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dielectrics three thicknesses, 50, 75 and 125 μm of DuPont Mylar A, thermoplastic
polyester film supplied by Trafomo AB, Sweden, were used. The dielectric material
selection, as well as the choice of pre-preg carbon fibre epoxy weaves, was done after
an extensive pre-study of dielectrics, composite materials and manufacturing techniques
[6-8]. PET is available in different thicknesses and is commonly used in capacitors,
hence a logical choice for a parametric study.
However, adhesion between PET and epoxy could be an issue and in addition to the
neat polymer films, plasma treated PET-films were prepared. The excited plasma gas
breaks chemical bonds in the film surface generating active sites where chemical bonds
can form for improved adhesion to the epoxy matrix [10]. Equipment used was a
Technics Plasma 440G. The treatment was performed in N2 gas for 15 seconds with 300
W of power for all plasma treated specimens. The treatment was done less than an hour
before laminating the specimens to avoid degradation of the treatment.
2.2 Composite manufacture and sample preparation
The manufacturing procedure for the structural capacitors followed that developed in
earlier work [6-8]. The laminates were stacked to the desired thickness in a release
agent coated mould with peel ply on both sides for consistent surface properties. A
schematic of the bagged layup is shown in Figure 1. Vacuum was applied and debulking
without heat for 30 minutes was performed before curing according to the supplier’s
recommendations (120ºC for 30 minutes).
Vacuum
Peel plies

Butyl tape

Laminate
Vacuum bag
Mould

Fig. 1. Manufacture of the structural capacitor laminates.
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In total six types of structural capacitor laminates were manufactured for electrical
characterisation, capacitance and dielectric breakdown. For each type of material a set
of five specimens was manufactured. These structural capacitor laminates were made
from two pre-preg plies separated by one PET film. A laminate for electrical testing is
depicted in Figure 2 a. The specimen in Figure 2 a) had a nominal electrode area of
0.010m2. The square shape was chosen because it is easy to control size and placement,
although a circular shape would be better from an electrical point of view, since corners
concentrate charge. The dielectric material has an excess of approximately 25mm
beyond the carbon fibre plies to avoid edge effects. A copper mesh was used as an
electrical connection due to good electrical conductivity and compatibility with most
matrices, as well as flexibility.

A

b)

c)

Fig. 2. Specimen for a) electrical characterisation, b) tensile characterisation and c) Interlaminar shear
testing

For mechanical characterisations materials for both tensile and interlaminar shear
strength tests were manufactured. In total seven types, six analogous to the electrical
specimens and a reference CFRP laminate, were manufactured for both mechanical
tests. A set of five specimens per test was manufactured for each material.
Tensile test specimens were manufactured for testing according to ASTM standard
D3039/D3039M [11] in an alternating layup of ten pre-preg plies and nine PET plies.
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The manufactured plates were cut to 25x250 mm specimens and fitted with grip tabs
according to the standard. The thickness varied depending on the thickness of the PETfilm used. Typical specimens are depicted in figure 2 b.
Interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) test specimens were manufactured for testing
according to ASTM standard D2344/2344M [12]. The laminates were manufactured
from 20 pre-preg plies, 10 on each side of a single PET ply for testing the interlaminar
shear strength of the PET/epoxy bond. All specimens were cut according to the
standard, approximately 34mm long and 12mm wide, typical specimens are depicted in
figure 2 c. However, the reference specimens needed to be longer in order to trigger
shear failure, approximately 40 mm long and 12 mm wide (still well within the
boundaries given by the ASTM standard).
2.3 Experimental characterisation
2.3.1 Capacitance
To characterise the structural capacitor materials the capacitance was measured by
sweeping through 0.1-1000Hz at both 1V and 10V while capacitance was recorded. The
equipment used was a General Electric Programma IDA200 with Keithley 8009
electrode fixtures.
2.3.2 Dielectric breakdown voltage
Dielectric breakdown voltage (dielectric strength) of the capacitors was measured using
the ASTM D3755 standard for direct current measurement of dielectric breakdown [13],
as suggested by Baechle et al. [9]. Voltage was applied with a rate of 500V/s according
to the standard instead of 100V/s as done by Baechle and co-workers [9]. The
specimens were submerged in mineral oil to avoid any edge effects that may disturb the
measurements. The test was stopped when breakdown was apparent by the voltage over
the capacitor sharply dropping to zero. Equipment used was an AC transformer with a
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half wave rectifier. The sample voltage was measured with a resistive voltage divider
connected to a DAQ-card on a stationary computer.
2.3.3 Tensile testing
The structural capacitor materials manufactured were subjected to tensile testing at
room temperature according to the ASTM standard D3039/D3039 M [11]. Output from
the test was Young´s modulus and ultimate tensile strength of the laminates. The
equipment used was an INSTRON 8501/H0162 with a 100kN load cell (INSTRON
2518-111). A constant crosshead speed of 2mm/min was used and strain was measured
with a 25mm gauge length extensometer. Due to the failure onset beyond 0.2% strain of
the structural capacitor materials the Young’s modulus (secant modulus) is calculated
between 0.05-0.15% strain, and not between 0.1-0.3% strain as recommended in the
ASTM standard [11].
The ultimate tensile strength was calculated from the maximum load applied to the
specimens.
2.3.4 Interlaminar shear strength
Interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) of the structural capacitor configurations was
measured to expose any negative or positive effects of the dielectric, at mid-thickness,
on the mechanical performance of the composite.
The interlaminar shear strength was evaluated at room temperature using the short beam
three-point bending test according to the ASTM D2344/D2344 M standard [12]. The
equipment used was a MTS 20/M with a 10kN load cell. A constant crosshead speed of
1mm/min was used. Maximum load measured was used to calculate the interlaminar
shear strength.
It is well known that the short beam three-point bend test does not provide very accurate
ILSS values due non-uniformity of the stress field [14]. However, the test is robust,easy
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to perform and provides data to monitor difference in interlaminar shear strength
between materials and therefore is useful for assessment of the relative performance of
the individual structural capacitor materials developed in the current study.
2.4 Specific energy
Evaluation of specific energy allows comparison between the different capacitor
devices. Use of thin film dielectric separators usually results in capacitors with high
capacitance but low breakdown voltage [9]. The specific energy is given by

* sc

1
CV 2
2
,
m sc

(1)

where * sc is the specific energy of the structural capacitor, C the capacitance, V the
voltage at dielectric breakdown and msc the mass of the structural capacitor. It should
be pointed out that the specific energy of a single dielectric layer capacitor, like the ones
assessed here, will be lower than that of a conventional multilayer capacitor. This is due
to the more effective use of electrodes in a multilayer capacitor. A single layer capacitor
has two electrodes and one dielectric layer. Generally, an n-layer capacitor will have
n+1 electrodes and n dielectric layers. Here the specific energy will be used to evaluate
the multifunctional efficiency of the structural capacitor configurations.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Electrical properties
The results from the capacitance and dielectric strength experiments are presented in
Table 1. The results are measured average capacitance, dielectric strength and
calculated specific energies with standard deviations, for respective dielectric. The
difference in capacitance for measurements at 1 and 10V was negligible. Therefore only
values for 1V are presented. Also, in an automotive application the frequency of
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charging/discharging will most likely be low. Hence the results achieved at 0.1Hz are
presented.
3.1.1 Capacitance
As expected the capacitance was highest for the thinnest dielectric, 50μm, and decrease
with an increase in separator thickness. All results for capacitance were consistent, with
only small scatter in data indicating a stable electric response from the manufactured
materials. An important result is that there is no significant difference in capacitance for
as-received and plasma treated films. This supports the assumption made in previous
studies [6-8] that plasma treatment does not affect the dielectric properties of the film.
The theoretical areal capacitance for a flat plate capacitor can be calculated according to

C areal

H rH 0
d

,

(2)

where ε0 is the electric constant approximately equal to 8.86*10-12 Fm-1 [15], εr the
separator dielectric constant and d the separator thickness.
Using a dielectric constant, εr, of 3.3 for the PET-films [16] one will find that the
theoretical capacitance, calculated using Eq. (2), is 584, 390 and 234 nF/m2 for 50, 75
and 125μm film thicknesses respectively. Comparing these results to the values
measured for the structural capacitor materials one will find that the measured vales are
approximately 80% of the theoretical for respective film thickness.
In previous studies [6-8], capacitance values higher than the theoretical were presented.
In those studies capacitance of 1860 nF/m2 was measured compared to the theoretical
1460 nF/m2 for a 20 μm PET-film. One reason for the lower experimental than
theoretical capacitance values found in this study may be that the thicker films do not
follow the wavy shape of the carbon fibre weaves making less area of the electrode
available for the charges. There is also a difference in the chosen test method. In the
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current study all measurements were performed dynamically, whereas a static approach
was employed in previous studies [6-8].
3.1.2 Dielectric strength and specific energy
Results from the dielectric breakdown voltage measurements are presented in Table 2.
The behaviour upon charge and failure is consistent with observations in previous
studies [7, 8] with no evidence of clearing, reported for structural capacitors employing
structural dielectric separators [4, 9]. The failure sites for the breakdown measurements
are scattered randomly across the area of the capacitor devices and no trends can be
seen.
As expected, structural capacitors with the thickest separator exhibited the highest
breakdown voltage. However, considering the breakdown voltage divided by the
separator thickness the thickest film presents the lowest breakdown strength per mm.
This is also expected as a larger volume of material has a higher probability of flaws.
No adverse effects from the plasma treatment could be concluded from the tests. The
small variations are most likely normal variations within a set of specimens.
The average capacitance, average breakdown voltage and average weight were used to
calculate the specific energy according to Equation (1). The calculated specific energies
are presented in Table 1.
The highest value of specific energy was 0.09 J/g for the 125mm thick PET-film.
Hence, the lower capacitance of the thicker film capacitors is compensated for by a
higher breakdown voltage. This value was very close to the 0.089 J/g found in previous
studies [6-8] but the value is however lower than the 0.34 J/g reported for structural
dielectric separator capacitors developed by O’Brien et al. [4].
To improve the results thinner films with a higher dielectric constant and dielectric
strength than PET are needed, one way to do this could be to produce polymer films
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with micron sized inorganic particles as proposed by O´Brien [4]. The fastest way to
improve the capacitance would be to use thinner films, with the drawback of lower
breakdown voltage. However, in some applications, an upper limit as high as 15-30 kV
may not be needed, making it possible to adjust the film thickness to suit the maximum
voltage required in the application with the benefit of a higher capacitance.
The specific energies found for these materials are fairly low and are a direct
consequence of the energy storing principle. The physical behaviour is great for fast
charge and discharge but will never provide the same specific energies as double layer
supercapacitors or batteries. Hence, for applications where larger amount of energy is
needed, multifunctional materials using the supercapacitor or battery principle for
energy storage would be more suitable.
3.2 Mechanical properties
The results from the tensile and ILSS tests are presented in Table 2. The results are
measured Young’s modulus (E), ultimate tensile strength (σult) and interlaminar shear
strength (ILSS) with standard deviations, for respective dielectric and the CFRP
reference.
3.3 Tensile properties

Fig. 3. Typical failure of a tensile specimen
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Typical features of a failed tensile specimen are depicted in Figure 3. As seen in the
picture a significant amount of delamination has occurred at the polymer film/epoxy
interfaces. This failure characteristic was evident in all structural capacitor materials,
including the plasma treated ones. All structural capacitor materials exhibit linear
behaviour until failure.
Considering the values of stiffness there is a knockdown of approximately 15GPa,
compared to the reference, regardless of film thickness. A small knockdown is expected
from the interleaving of the CFRP with a less stiff material (PET). All structural
capacitor materials show stiffness of around 40 GPa.
Considering the ultimate tensile strength, there was a significant knockdown in the
strength of the structural capacitor material compared to the CFRP reference. This is
most likely a result of the delamination behaviour triggered in the structural capacitor
materials.
This knockdown behaviour on stiffness and strength for interleaved structural capacitor
laminate has also been observed by O´Brien et al [4]
The delamination behaviour was not found in the CFRP reference. The reference
specimens broke at an approximate 90º angle to the loading direction, featuring a flat
fracture surface. Furthermore, a subsequent secondary fracture, most likely a
compressive failure from the recoil of the specimen following the tensile failure, was
found in all CFRP reference specimens.
3.4 ILSS
As seen in table 2 all capacitor material specimens show significantly lower ILSS
values then the reference. Furthermore, there were no significant differences in strength
found for the plasma treated samples compared to the non-treated for this particular type
of PET-film. The change in shear strength was 8.5, 0.3 and -2.2% for the 50, 75 and 125
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μm PET-film specimens, respectively.

Hence, there is no apparent benefit of the

plasma treatment for the PET-films used for this study but as shown in earlier work [68] there can be significant gain in interlaminar shear strength for other polymer films.
Typical load displacements curves are shown in figure 4. The peel ply used when
manufacturing the specimen gave a resin rich region at the specimen surface and the
non-linear behaviour in the first part of the curves was most likely indentation of the
resin rich region at the supports. The overall behaviour for both the reference material
and structural capacitor material was linear.

Fig. 4. Typical ILSS curves for structural capacitor material and CFRP reference.

3.5 Multifunctional performance
Multifunctional performance was evaluated by assessment of measured specific energy
versus specific stiffness, specific strength and specific interlaminar shear strength.
Employing specific energy as the parameter to assess multifunctional performance
allows comparison of the different structural capacitor designs for their applicability in a
structural system, where energy needs to be stored, with respect to their potential to
reduce system weight. Consequently, this approach allows us to evaluate the structural
capacitor’s influence on system weight, as described by O’Brien et al. [9]. This is
important as even though the multifunctional element exhibits specific energy and
strength and/or stiffness that usually are lower than those of the best monofunctional
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materials, the multifunctional material may still enable an overall mass saving on the
systems level. In the paper by O’Brien et al. [9] a procedure to evaluate multifunctional
capacitor designs, following an approach suggested by Wetzel [17] is presented.
O’Brien and co-workers [9] define a total system mass M equal to the sum of the mass
of the capacitors mc and the mass of the structure ms. The design metric for capacitor
performance is specific energy * (in J/kg) with overall system energy storage defined
as * *mc . Similarly, the mechanical performance, e.g. specific modulus or ILSS
(J/kg), can be defined as E and W . From these, the energy density and specific
mechanical properties of the structural capacitors can be found as V e * , V s E and V sW .

V e and V s are the structural capacitor’s energy and structural efficiencies, respectively.
An improved multifunctional design would maintain the same overall system energy
and mechanical performance but reduce the total system weight. However, a structural
capacitor will only enable such system level mass savings if

V mf { V e  V s ! 1 .

(3)

Multifunctional performance is depicted in Figures 5a, b and c. In the Figures, two lines
are plotted, representing Eq. (3) with a multifunctional efficiency, V mf , equal to one for
two scenarios. The dashed line represents a target scenario where specific energy for a
state of the art capacitor material set to 0.5 J/g as reported in the literature as a
maximum value for a electric field energy storage devise (aluminium electrolytic
capacitor) [18] (1 J/g, was used by O’Brien and co-workers [9]) and specific mechanical
properties are set to those of the tested CFRP reference material. The solid line in figure
5a and 5b represents a second scenario where the specific energy is the same but the
mechanical properties are the maximum values found for steel, which is a likely
candidate material to be replaced by the multifunctional material. Values chosen are
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specific stiffness 25 GPa/(g/cm3) [19], and specific strength 150 MPa/(g/cm3) [19].
ILSS is not applicable for steel and hence there is no solid line in Figure 5c.
In Figure 5a specific energy is plotted as function of specific stiffness. As seen in the
figure, none of the manufactured materials are to the right of the dashed line. Hence,
none of the manufactured materials will meet or exceed the target. However, all
materials are to the right of the solid line meaning that compared to steel the
multifunctional material would provide a weight saving. Also when comparing the
result to aluminium, a traditional light weight alternative to steel, with a specific
stiffness around 26.7 GPa/(g/cm3) [19] the multifunctional material would offer a
weight saving. Comparing these results to those reported in previous studies [7, 8] it is
obvious that the overall performance of the new materials is not as good as that found
for earlier material configurations. However, it must be noted that the stiffness and
density in previous studies [7, 8] were calculated and not measured as in the current
study.
In figure 5b specific energy is plotted as a function of specific strength. Consistent with
the observations for stiffness the multifunctional materials do not meet the target values
for strength. However they will provide a weight saving when compared to steel.
Comparing the data to aluminium, specific strength 220 MPa/(g/cm3) [19], it is evident
that the structural capacitor materials would offer a weight saving for strength driven
designs in aluminium as well.
In figure 5c specific energy is plotted as a function of specific ILSS. Analogous to the
other mechanical properties the multifunctional materials are below the multifunctional
efficiency line indicating unity.
Comparing these results with those found in previous studies [7, 8] it is apparent that
the performance of the current and older generation materials is similar. The main
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reason that the new materials falls under the dotted line is the much improved
performance of the reference material in this study compared to that found in previous
studies [7, 8]. One reason for this could be that the manufacturing procedure has been
improved as the staff increased their experience in processing these materials.
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a)

b)

c)
Fig. 5. a) Specific energy versus specific stiffness for the structural capacitors b) Specific energy versus
specific strength for the structural capacitors c) Specific energy versus specific ILSS for the structural
capacitors
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4 Conclusions
A number of multifunctional materials have been successfully manufactured. However,
none of the materials provides a solution that could compete with a system consisting of
structural composites and regular capacitors. The capacitances of the materials
developed closely match the calculated theoretical values, for this reason there are less
room for improvements considering capacitance than mechanical properties in order to
make a truly multifunctional material. However, if the structural capacitor materials
were to be compared to a system consisting of steel and/or aluminium, and regular
capacitors, system weight savings would be possible to realize.
To achieve better performing multifunctional materials with the principle used in this
study it is necessary to find thinner materials with higher dielectric constants to increase
the capacitance while having less impact on mechanical properties. But if higher
specific energies are needed it is most likely necessary to consider other principles of
electrical energy storage than the electrical field principle used for the materials in this
study, such as the double layer supercapacitor principle or electrochemical principle of a
battery.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the work to characterise the effects of tensile induced matrix cracks on
capacitance of structural composite capacitor materials. The study is based on earlier work
within the field of multifunctional materials where mechanical and electrical properties have
been characterised. Effects of damage on electrical properties have, however, not been
covered by earlier studies.
The structural capacitor materials were made from carbon fibre/epoxy pre-pregs as structural
electrodes with thermoplastic PET as the dielectric separator. NaOH etching was used as a
route for improved adhesion between the epoxy and PET to ensure matrix cracking in the
CFRP electrodes

occurred prior to delamination between the electrodes and the PET

separator.
A method to induce and measure the effect of the matrix cracks on electrical properties was
successfully developed and used in this study. The method is based on a simple tensile test
and proved to be quick and easy to perform with consistent results. The structural capacitor
material was found to maintain its capacitance even after significant intralaminar matrix
cracking in the CFRP electrodes from high tensile mechanical loads.

Keywords: Multifunctional composites, Layered structures, Electrical properties, Matrix cracking
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1 Introduction
The need for lightweight design and electrification are ever growing in consumer products,
ranging from phones and laptops to road vehicles, etc. To meet these needs, novel approaches
in material and product development are required. An elegant way to achieve lightweight
energy storage is realisation of multifunctional materials and/or components, performing
several tasks at once. This approach is particularly attractive since there is a limitation to the
weight reduction achievable by optimisation of individual single purpose components and
devices.
Chung and Wang [1] proposed the idea to exploit the semi-conductive nature of carbon fibres
in “structural electronics” and to use CFRP laminas to make structural capacitors. The idea
was realised in a follow-on study by Luo and Chung [2] making thin structural capacitors
from carbon fibre epoxy pre-preg laminate electrodes and different paper dielectric separators.
Baechle [3], O´Brien [4], Wetzel [5] and co-workers have expanded the idea by making
structural capacitors employing glass fibre/epoxy pre-preg as the dielectric separator with
metalized polymer films as electrodes. More recently, Yurchak et al. [6] investigated the
interlaminar shear strength of the metalized film electrode and the glass fibre composite
separator for these devices. The study showed interlaminar shear strength as high as 39.6 MPa
between the metalized polyimide electrode and the epoxy based glass fibre composite
separator. The approach in [6] is very similar to earlier work performed by Carlson et al.
[7-11]. Carlson et al. investigated multifunctional performance of a series of structural
capacitors made in the spirit of Luo and Chung [2], employing carbon fibre composite
electrodes and dielectric separator made from different surface weight printing paper or
polymer films. The concept of making capacitors with carbon fibre epoxy pre-preg electrodes
separated by a thin polymer film was found to be most promising [7-11].
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The objective of the current investigation was to determine the influence of damage caused by
tensile loading on the electrical performance of structural capacitor materials of the type
developed in previous studies [10-11]. Intralaminar matrix cracks are well known to affect
mechanical performance of a composite material, as reported by Varna et al. [12] and
Gao et al. [13] among others. There are also concerns that matrix cracks may affect electrical
properties of the structural composite capacitor material. By the current structural capacitor
design, with structural electrodes and a ductile polymer separator film, it is believed that
cracks in the electrodes caused by high tensile strains may be sustained without substantial
loss in capacitance. However, to date no experimental studies have been performed to confirm
this and consequently no method to perform such measurements is available. Hence, there is a
need to develop a method to evaluate the effect of matrix cracks on the electrical performance
in multifunctional composite materials. In this study we propose such a method to measure
capacitance of a structural composite capacitor material under tensile loading, and present the
first results on structural capacitor damage tolerance with respect to its capacitance. It should
be noted that the work presented here is focused on the development of the testing method for
the capacitance under influence of matrix cracks and not to correlate the cracks to the change
in capacitance which is a whole field of study in itself.
2 Materials
The structural capacitor materials were made from the same materials as in previous studies
[10-11], using carbon fibre epoxy pre-preg woven laminas as electrodes separated by
thermoplastic polyester (PET) dielectric film. The pre-preg was a 245 g/m2 2x2 Twill HS
(3K) 0º/90º prepreg, MTM57/CF3200-42% RW, supplied by Cytec, UK, and the dielectric
separator was a 50 μm thick (DuPont Mylar A), thermoplastic polyester film, supplied by
Trafomo AB, Sweden.
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Adhesion between PET and epoxy is generally poor and earlier studies [10-11] have proposed
plasma treatment as a route for improved adhesion. In the current study NaOH was examined
as a way to chemically etch the PET-film to provide better adhesion to the epoxy. A set of
samples were prepared by etching the surface in 80ºC NaOH solution (6.25 M) for 6 minutes
according to the guideline by Huntsman for pre-treatment of PET [14]. The NaOH was
supplied by Sigma Aldrich.
2.1 Composites manufacture
Composite manufacture was done in the same manner as in previous work [7-11]. Laminates
were stacked in the desired configuration, vacuum was applied followed by debulking without
heat for 30 minutes, and then cured according to the supplier’s recommendations (120ºC for
30 minutes). A schematic of the manufacture is shown in Figure 1.
Vacuum connection
Vacuum bag

Peel plies

Carbon fibre pre-pregs

Mould
Butyl tape

PET separator

Fig. 1. Schematic description of laminate manufacture

2.1.1 Specimen preparation
Firstly, interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) specimens were manufactured to allow evaluation
of the effect of the NaOH etching of the PET-film on separator adhesion to the CFRP
electrode laminates. ILSS specimens were made using a lay-up of [pre-preg10/PET-film/prepreg10] providing a thickness close to that recommended in the ASTM standard for short
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beam interlaminar shear strength test [15]. Nominal specimen dimensions were 30.3 mm long,
10.1 mm wide and 5.05 mm thick.
For damage tolerance studies of the multifunctional composite material tensile structural
capacitor specimens were made from four pre-preg plies, two on each side of the PET film.
The method developed here is based on the ASTM standard for tensile testing of composites
[16]. The tensile test is well suited for introducing matrix cracks in the specimen and is
straightforward to perform. Since the test is not aimed at measuring stiffness or strength, but
merely to introduce matrix cracks, there is no need for full length specimens as recommended
in the standard [16]. For this reason specimen smaller than that recommended in the ASTM
standard, 160 mm long and 20 mm wide (c.f. the length 250 mm and width 25 mm in [16])
were prepared. The chosen lay-up resulted in a theoretical nominal specimen thickness of 1.05
mm. These dimensions allow fitting of the extensometer and the electrical connections needed
to perform the test. The tensile specimens were tabbed with 2 mm thick GFRP tabs bonded to
the specimens with Araldite 2012 epoxy adhesive and cured overnight at room temperature.
The tabs served two purposes, to provide a good grip in the tensile test machine and to
electrically insulate the specimens from the tensile testing machine so as not to disturb the
electrical measurement.
Specimen preparation required cutting, in this process short circuiting from carbon dust and
bridging fibres at the edges was of concern. To mitigate short circuit in the specimens the
edges extending parallel to the loading direction were grinded and polished in a 45º angle
from the separator mid-plane, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2. A photograph of a
specimen is shown in Figure 3.
A set of five specimens were made for both ILSS and tensile capacitance tests.
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45º
CF pre-pregs
Separator
Fig. 2. Principle cross-section of a tensile specimen for capacitance measurements

Fig. 3. Tensile capacitance specimen

3 Experimental characterisation
3.1 Measuring effects of NaOH surface treatment
The motivation for finding a good surface treatment stems from the need to achieve
intralaminar matrix cracks without prior delamination at the epoxy/PET-film interface. Earlier
studies using plasma treatment to improve adhesion between epoxy and the PET separator
have shown onset of delamination failure around 0.2% strain [10-11]. The early delamination
failure onset is a problem in this study as delaminations may form prior to intralaminar matrix
cracks, and well below the targeted strain level of 0.6%. In this study, the aim was to initiate
intralaminar matrix cracks only. Intralaminar matrix cracks are commonly formed as the first
mode of damage in composites during service serving as initiation sites for delaminations and
fibre failures. The effect of intralaminar matrix cracks on the mechanical performance is
usually small [12], whereas delaminations can be critical to the mechanical performance [17].
Matrix cracks and delaminations in a multifunctional composite capacitor are schematically
illustrated in Figure 4.
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Carbon fibres

Epoxy matrix

PET-separator
Delamination
Matrix crack
Fig. 4. Schematic representation of undamaged and damaged structural capacitor composite.

Interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) was measured on the structural capacitor laminates to
evaluate the effect of NaOH treatment of the PET-film on its adhesion to the CFRP
electrodes. The results were compared to those achieved for neat and plasma treated
PET-films reported previously [10-11]. The interlaminar shear strength was evaluated at room
temperature using the short beam three-point bending test according to the ASTM
D2344/D2344 M standard [15]. The equipment used was a MTS 20/M with a 10 kN load cell.
A constant crosshead speed of 1 mm/min was used.
3.2 Damage investigation
To get an insight in the amount of damage sustained by the specimens the crack density
(cracks per length of specimen) was evaluated.
The angled edge used to avoid short circuit of the charged structural capacitor made it
difficult to detect cracks during tensile loading. Therefore, after testing, completing a full
loading-unloading cycle in tension and the capacitance measurements, the specimen’s edges
were grinded and polished to a 90º angle. The specimens were then fitted to the tensile tester
again and loaded to a lower strain (approximately 0.3%) than before to open up the cracks
making them possible to detect. A random 20 mm part of the specimen edge was chosen for
close up microscopic evaluation using a portable USB microscope (Dino-Lite Pro) to
determine the crack density in the specimen.
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3.3 Measuring effects of intralaminar matrix cracks on capacitance
To characterise the structural capacitor materials electrical performance the capacitance was
measured by sweeping through 200 mHz - 100 kHz at 1 V recording the electrical response
(impedance spectroscopy). The equipment used was a Gamry Reference 3000 with Gamry
Instruments Framework and Gamry Echem Analyst. A simple model for the structural
capacitor material, shown in Figure 5, was used. In this model a capacitance (C) was
connected in parallel with a resistance (R2) and in turn connected in series with a resistor
(R1). C and R2 are connected to the PET-films electrical properties whereas R1 is connected
to the electrical resistivity in the electrodes. The Echem Analyst software (LevenbergMarquardt method) was used to find the best fit to the measured data by adjusting the
parameters, R1, R2 and C.
R2
R1

C
Fig. 5. Structural capacitor electrical model

The specimens were electrically connected to the potentiostat by thin enamelled wires and
copper tape with conductive glue. This set-up is very flexible and allowed fast changes of
specimen in the tensile test machine. A specimen mounted in the tensile tester is shown in
Figure 6, where the extensometer has been removed for better visibility of the electrical wires.
The position of the extensometer is visualised by the white areas on the surface of the
specimen. Figure 7 illustrates the principle test setup.
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Fig.6. Specimen for measurement of capacitance with matrix cracks

Extensometer to tensile test equipment

Test sample

Potentiostat

Laptop

Fig. 7. Principle test setup

The specimens were loaded in tension at a stroke of 1 mm/min up to 0.6-0.65% strain to
introduce intralaminar matrix cracks in the structural capacitor CFRP electrodes. Matrix
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cracks typically occur beyond 0.2% strain [13]. Capacitance was measured before tensile
loading, during tensile loading and after the load had been released. By this procedure a
comparison of capacitance for undamaged specimens, specimens with open cracks and
specimens with closed cracks was facilitated.
4 Results
4.1 Effects of NaOH surface treatment on ILSS
Table 1. ILSS for NaOH treated, plasma treated structural capacitor materials and a CFRP reference

Sample
PET-film 50μm
CFRP Ref.

No
treatment
[11]
29.5±1.3
54.4±1.5

NaOH
34.3±0.6
-

Plasma
treatment
[11]
29.6±1.4
-

Results of the effect on ILSS of NaOH treatment of the PET-film are presented in Table 1. In
the Table, ILSS data for the same structural capacitor materials with plasma treated PET-film
separator as well as for a full CFRP reference laminate are also presented for comparison. As
seen in Table 1 the plasma treated capacitor material specimens showed significantly lower
ILSS values than the CFRP reference. The NaOH treatment shows a modest improvement in
performance compared to the plasma treated capacitor material, but its interlaminar shear
strength is still significantly lower than that of the reference. Hence, neither plasma treatment
nor NaOH etching provide strong adhesion between the CFRP electrodes and the PET
separator. The NaOH etching was chosen for this study as it provides the best adhesion, and
hence the least risk of delaminations forming prior to intralaminar matrix cracks during the
tensile loading.
4.2 Damage characteristics
The specimens were polished flat at the edges after testing to allow identification of matrix
cracks present during the test. An average crack density of 0.26 cracks/mm was found in the
five specimens examined. However, it was very difficult to identify cracks due to the small
crack opening displacement in the fairly thin laminates. Cracks were found to occur in all 90º
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bundles. In some cases the matrix cracks were found to link up to an existing pore (the out of
autoclave manufacturing process resulted in some porosity of the laminates, usually found in
the interface between the two plies of pre-preg). A typical pore is shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Close up of a typical pore inside the CFRP electrode
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Fig. 9. Matrix cracks(pointed out by thin arrows) in CFRP electrodes in a tensile capacitance specimen. The PET
separator is identified by the thick arrow

Figure 9 shows typical matrix cracks, pointed out by the thin white arrows, in a specimen
after testing. The middle crack is seen to link up with a pore in between the pre-preg plies.
The PET separator is also clearly visible in the centre of the picture, extending from left to
right and marked out by the thick white arrow. Figure 10 shows a close-up of a matrix crack
with a white arrow indicating the location of a transverse crack in the vicinity of the PET
separator film.
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Figure 10. Close up on a matrix crack extending towards the PET separator film

The crack density, and the corresponding crack opening displacement, was too small to result
in any significant stiffness reduction. A stiffness reduction of approximately 0.15% was
estimated for a crack density U=0.26 cracks/mm using the approach by Varna and co-workers
Lundmark [18] and Mattsson [18]. Consequently, only the effect of the presence of cracks on
capacitance was evaluated experimentally.
4.3 Effect of matrix cracks on capacitance
Table 2. Capacitance of the structural capacitors
Capacitance [nF/m2]

Dielectric
PET-film 50μm

447±3.8 [9]

PET-film 50μm 15s PT

442±2.6 [9]

PET-film 50μm NaOH

8.0±4.1

The results from the non-mechanically loaded capacitance measurements are presented in
Table 2. A significant drop in capacitance for the NaOH treated film was observed compared
to the non-treated and plasma-treated films. It should be noted that the geometry of the
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specimens measured are different for the different specimens; the non-treated and plasma
treated specimens were square 100x100 mm and the NaOH specimens were 160x20 mm with
angled edges. However, the geometric and connector type differences did not cause this
significant drop in capacitance as the specimen geometry and connector was checked and
found to provide capacitances of the expected level for non treated PET-film before
proceeding with this study. Capacitance measurements were performed on the plates prior to
cutting and specimen preparation for NaOH treated and non-treated PET capacitor. The
results conclusively showed similar capacitances for plates and specimens of each kind, i.e.
approximately 8nF/m2 for the NaOH treated and 440nF/m2 for the non-treated materials.
Furthermore the validity of the connector was proven by consistent capacitance results for
100x100 mm square specimens with copper mesh connector, plates with copper tape
connector and finished 160x20 mm specimens with angled edges. NaOH etching creates a
porous and rough surface [20] and for a thin film like the one used in this study this may
affect the resistive properties of the whole film resulting in a lower dielectric constant. The
rough surface provides better wetting and adhesion of the epoxy matrix in the electrodes
which can result in a larger amount of epoxy at the electrode/separator interface effectively
creating a thicker separator layer further reducing capacitance. However no general thickness
increase by the formation of resin rich interface layers between the CFRP electrodes and the
PET separator could be recorded by microscopy of polished samples.

The drop in

capacitance, caused by the NaOH treatment, does not cause a problem for the purpose of this
study, where the change in capacitance from the formation of matrix cracks is sought.
However, for realisation of structural capacitor materials of this design the NaOH etching of
the PET-film is not advised.
The results from the capacitance measurements in the tensile test machine are shown in
Table 3.
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Table 3. Capacitance change with matrix cracks

Dielectric
NaOH treated 50μm PET

Capacitance nF/m2
Before

Loaded

After

8.0±4.1

3.9±1.3

11.0±3.0

As seen there was a significant drop, but not critical, in capacitance for the tensile loaded state
(i.e. at 0.6% strain). This is found inherent to the opening of matrix cracks resulting in a lower
dielectric constant for the insulating layer (consisting of the PET-Film and the epoxy matrix
that sits in between the CF electrodes) since air has a lower dielectric constant than polymers.
No other damage mechanisms, i.e fibre fractures or delaminations, were observed to occur in
the tests. It should be noted that as the specimen was unloaded the capacitance was recovered,
and was even higher than that before the mechanical load had been applied. The recovery was
found inherent to complete crack closure as the specimens were unloaded (i.e. the small crack
opening displacement observed in loaded specimens was found to vanish as cracks closed
completely when the specimens were unloaded). A possible explanation for the gained
capacitance is permanent plastic deformation of the insulating layer consisting of the PETfilm and epoxy matrix resulting in a thinner separator after unloading than before introduction
of matrix cracks. However this assumption has not been possible to confirm through
inspection in an optical microscope.
The most important result is the fact that the capacitance of the structural capacitor is not
critically affected by mechanical damage in the structure.
5 Conclusions
In this study a method to investigate the effect of intralaminar matrix cracking on capacitance
of structural capacitors has been developed and employed. The method developed for
measuring capacitance with matrix cracks works very well and the use of simple specimen
geometry, in a tensile test set-up, along with a versatile potentiostat makes the test applicable
on other types of multifunctional composite devices, i.e. supercapacitors or batteries.
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The structural capacitors developed and tested in this study were found to maintain their
capacitance even after sustaining intralaminar matrix cracking in the CFRP electrodes all the
way up to the PET separator. This result is very important as the material shows a significant
robustness to perform its electrical function in a damaged state.
Further, the effects of different surface treatment on the separator have been studied. NaOH
treatment performed in this study has been compared to the plasma treatment performed in
earlier studies [7-11] and it has been shown that NaOH is not suitable as surface treatment for
the PET-film in a multifunctional composite capacitor. The treatment will improve the
adhesion to epoxy but it will simultaneously lower the capacitance of the device to an
unacceptable level.
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ABSTRACT
We report a method to deposit a thin solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) coating around
individual carbon fibres for the realisation of novel battery designs. In this study an
electrocoating method is used to coat methacrylate-based solid polymer electrolytes on to
carbon fibres. By this approach a dense uniform, apparently pinhole-free, poly(methoxy
polyethylene glycol (350) monomethacrylate) coating with an average coating thickness of
470 nm was deposited around carbon fibres. Li-triflate, used as supporting electrolyte
remained in the coating after the electrocoating operation. The Li-ion content in the solid
polymer coating was found to be sufficiently high for battery applications.
A battery device was built employing the SPE coated carbon fibres as negative electrode
demonstrating reversible specific capacity. For low currents (C/10) a specific capacity of
260 mAh/g was measured.

Keywords: Electrografting, electrocoating, solid polymer electrolyte, carbon fibre electrode, structural battery,
micro-battery
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1 Introduction
Commercially available carbon fibres were demonstrated to have great potential as negative
electrodes in novel lithium-ion batteries [1, 2]. A reversible capacity of 177 mAh/g at a
charging rate of 1C and 350 mAh/g at 0.1C was reported for IMS65 carbon fibres [2]. In
addition, carbon fibres have a relatively low electrical resistivity, in the order of 10-3 Ωcm [2].
The excellent electrical properties of commercially available carbon fibres, combined with
their superior mechanical properties, have led to the conclusion that carbon fibres can be used
to realise structural battery materials, i.e. a battery that may be placed into a structural load
path [3, 4, 5].
To create a carbon fibre based structural battery a solid polymer electrolyte (SPE) must be
combined with the carbon fibres to form a composite material. The solid polymer electrolyte
should be designed to perform two functions, namely to transfer mechanical load to the
reinforcing fibres and to enable lithium-ion transfer between the negative and positive
electrodes during electrical charging/discharging of the structural battery. Being electrically
insulating, the solid polymer electrolyte also serves as separator between the two electrodes.
Recent studies aimed at developing such multifunctional solid polymer electrolytes [6, 7, 8, 9]
co-polymerised two monomers containing ethylene oxide (EO) groups. The cross-linking
density of these polymers determined the stiffness to conductivity ratio, and hence the
multifunctionality, of the structural polymer electrolyte. A high cross-linking density resulted
in improved mechanical properties but impaired ionic conductivity and vice versa.
Polymerisation was performed in the presence of a lithium salt. This procedure is beneficial as
no subsequent post-polymerisation swelling of the SPE was necessary to introduce a lithium
salt in to the SPE. Willgert et al. [8] investigated the influence of lithium triflate
concentrations on the lithium-ion conductivity for these types of SPE. They found the lithiumion conductivity to be unaffected by changes in the salt concentration in the interval
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6-18 wt.%. The multifunctional SPEs were found to exhibit stiffness in the range of 1-1400
MPa and ionic conductivity in the range of 1.5∙10-6-2∙10-11 S/cm [7, 8]. Thus, the conductivity
of these multifunctional SPEs is at best three to four orders of magnitude lower than that of
liquid electrolytes commonly used in battery applications [6]. One way to compensate for the
low lithium-ion conductivity is to significantly reduce the distance for lithium-ion
transportation compared to that in liquid electrolyte batteries. Typical electrode distance for
lithium-ion transport in commercial lithium-ion batteries is 20-25 μm [10]. In this paper, we
report a method to produced SPE coatings with thickness of a few hundred nanometres
around carbon fibres – dramatically reducing the distance for Li-ion transportation. Hence,
such SPE coated carbon fibres may be used as negative micro-battery half-cell in a structural
battery. Given the small diameter of carbon fibres, coated carbon fibre electrodes may also
offer a revolutionary approach to micro-battery design. Traditional design of micro-batteries
is based on a laminate structure composed of thin film electrodes and a solid electrolyte.
While a laminate structure is relatively easy to fabricate using various film forming
techniques, it suffers from low areal energy density due to limited utilisation of the full depth
of the electrode if the films are too thick [11]. An additional constraint is imposed by the solid
electrolyte/separator thickness, which together with the low diffusion rate for the Li-ions in
the electrodes determines the rate capability of the battery [10].
In this study an SPE coating is deposited onto carbon fibres by electrochemical
polymerisation. Electrocoating of conductive surfaces with polymers has been a field of
research since the early 1980´s [12, 13]. In particular, electrocoating of acrylic and
methacrylic monomers has been extensively studied [12]. For these monomers, a “grafting
peak” also referred to as the “passivation peak” can be identified in a voltammogram at the
potential where the conductive substrate is coated by grafting polymers from the monomer
solution.
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Although most research on electrocoating of functional polymers on conductive substrates has
addressed metallic substrates significant work was also conducted on electrocoating of carbon
fibres with polymethyl methacrylates [12, 14, 15, 16]. These earlier works established for
instance, that the solvents as well as monomer concentration in the solution affects the coating
thickness and quality [12]. In particular, electrocoating of carbon fibres has been employed to
improve and control interfacial properties in composites [16, 17, 18].
The electrocoating procedures intrinsically address the problems of producing pinhole-free
coatings as any uncovered electrically conducting areas will be passivated in the process.
Consequently, the method offers a route to overcome the problem of separator defects causing
shortcuts in a battery.
Here, we adapted techniques for electrocoating of polymethacrylates on to carbon fibres to
produce thin coatings of lithium salt containing methacrylate based SPEs onto individual
carbon fibres in a tow containing thousands of fibres. The chosen method employs carbon
fibre (CF) rovings for both the working and counter electrodes. The resulting SPE coating
thickness and Li-ion content are characterised to guarantee a consistent quality and coverage
of the coating for future use in battery applications. The coated carbon fibres are employed in
a battery device as negative electrode demonstrating their electrochemical performance.
2 Experimental
2.1 Electrocoating electrolyte
Methoxy polyethylene glycol (350) monomethacrylate (SR550), monomer A in Figure 1 and
tetraethylene glycol dimethacrylate (SR209) monomer B in Figure 1, kindly supplied by
Sartomer Europe, were used as monomers. Dimetylformamide (DMF), HPLC grade provided
by Fisher Scientific, was used as solvent. The electrolyte used for electrocoating was either
monomer A or B, which was dissolved in the desired concentration in DMF and lithium
trifluoromethanesulfonate (Li-triflate), used as supporting electrolyte for the electrocoating
process [16]. Both the DMF and the Li-triflate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. LiV-4
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triflate was selected because it is already used in lithium-ion batteries [8]. The carbon fibres
used were as-received unsized Toho Tenax IMS65 (24000 filaments per rowing), which were
kindly provided by Toho Tenax Europe GmbH.

monomer A

monomer B

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of monomers A and B employed for electrocoating.

In this study no co-polymers were produced. Instead, pure monomer A and B in DMF
solutions were employed for the electrocoating process to produce a thermoplastic polymer
from monomer A, poly(A), or a highly crosslinked polymer from monomer B, poly(B). The
resulting thin polymer coatings are assumed to have properties similar to those of the bulk
polymer, which are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Ionic conductivity and stiffness of bulk poly(A) and poly(B) determined at 25˚C [7, 8]. The values for
poly(A) were measured on specimens of a co-polymer containing 5% of monomer B
Bulk polymer from
Poly(A)
Poly(B)

Conductivity (S/cm)
1.5∙10-6
2.08∙10-11

Stiffness (MPa)
<1
1417

2.2 Electrocoating setup and procedures
Fibre coating was performed in a purpose built Teflon setup with a three-electrode assembly,
schematically illustrated in Figure 2. The working electrode (WE) consisted of a carbon fibre
tow consisting of approximately 3000 fibres. A CF bundle containing 24000 fibres was used
as counter electrode (CE) and a piece of lithium metal as reference electrode (REF). Lithium
metal was selected as reference electrode due to its well-defined equilibrium with lithium ions
dissolved in the solution. All electrode potentials are given versus this reference electrode
potential (REF). A glass fibre mesh (1080 style E-glass fabric, 23% void area) was placed
between the WE and CE to avoid contact between the carbon fibres used as working and
counter electrode and, therefore, short-circuiting during the electrocoating operation. The
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assembled electrocoating setup was submerged in a monomer solution containing either 0.2, 1
or 2.5 mol/L Li-triflate resulting in an electrochemical cell (see Figure 2). The electrocoating
was performed inside a glove box in an Argon atmosphere with maximum moisture and
oxygen gas content of 1 ppm each.

Carbon fibre bundles
Teflon fixture

Counter electrode (+ pole)
Working electrode (- pole)

Glass fibre separator

Petri dish

Reference electrode

Monomer/solvent mix
Fig. 2. Schematics of the coating process.

The length of the carbon fibre tow that was coated in the setup used was approximately
25 mm. The electrochemical coating was performed using a Solatron SI 1287 potentiostat
controlled digitally by Corrware 3.2.
To identify at what potential electrocoating was initiated, a linear potential sweep between
2 and -2 V vs. the Li-metal reference electrode (REF) was performed at a sweep rate of
50 mV/s for each electrolyte composition. Voltammograms from such linear potential sweeps
are depicted in Fig. 3. The potential corresponding to the peak in current density, the “grafting
peak”, was then used as electrocoating potential for each individual electrolyte composition.
Subsequent electrocoating was performed by polarization of a pristine WE carbon fibre tow
holding the WE-REF potential constant at the identified electrocoating potential, i.e. the
grafting peak, for either 15 or 150 s while the current was measured.
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2.3 Electrolyte compositions
Table 2 summarises the electrolyte compositions used for electrocoating of carbon fibres. The
parameters that were studied were monomer type, lithium triflate concentration in relation to
the monomer and of the solvent-to-monomer ratio along with the potentiostatic polarization
time. Two different polarization times were used to examine the result at (150 s) or before
(15 s) reaching steady-state currents.
The polymer electrocoating process takes place in competition with possible solvent
adsorption at the cathode surface. Dimetylformamide (DMF) was selected as it has been
proven to work well for other methacrylate systems [12]. Suitable electrocoating conditions
were identified for the two types of monomer by evaluating different monomer to DMF ratios.
Table 2. Electrolyte composition and potentiostatic polarization times studied for electrocoating of carbon fibres
Monomer
A: SR550
B: SR209

Lithium triflate
concentration in
the monomer [M]
0.2
1
2.5
0.2
1
2.5

Monomer-DMF ratio
[wt/wt]

Potentiostatic polarization time [s]

1:1, 1:4, 1:10
1:1, 1:4, 1:10
1:1, 1:4, 1:10
1:1, 1:4, 1:10
1:1, 1:4, 1:10
1:1, 1:4, 1:10

15, 150
15, 150
15, 150
15, 150
15, 150
15, 150

2.4 Fibre coating characterisation
2.4.1 Fibre surface morphology
The electrocoated carbon fibres and uncoated pristine carbon fibres were examined using a
(Hitachi S-4800) scanning electron microscope (SEM) without any further treatment of the
fibres (i.e. no sputtering). The analysis was performed at an acceleration voltage of 1 kV.
2.4.2 Fibre diameter
The diameters of the carbon fibres were determined using the modified Wilhelmy-technique
[19, 20, 21] and calculated using Equation 1:

df

m g
n  S  J lv  cos T
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where df is the fibre diameter, n the number of fibres (5 single fibres were attached separately
to an aluminium carrier), g the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s2), m the mass difference
after emersion and immersion of carbon fibres in n-dodecane (recorded using a 4504 MP8
Sartorius ultramicrobalance), θ the contact angle, which in this case is zero and γlv the surface
tension of n-dodecane (25.4 mN/ m, 99 % purity, Fisher Scientific). All measurements were
performed at 20°C in an air-conditioned room. 25 fibres were characterised for each sample in
order to obtain a significant statistical average.
In addition, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on the poly(A) electrocoated
carbon fibres under nitrogen atmosphere. The TGA measurements were performed using a
Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 1 STARe System. The temperature was increased from 40°C to
700°C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. The carbon fibre samples were cut into centimetre-sized
pieces and placed in a 70 μl aluminium oxide sample holder. The coating thickness was
calculated from the polymer mass determined from the measured weight loss and the known
density of the polymer assuming a cylindrical carbon fibre uniformly coated with polymer.
The coating thickness was determined as an average for approximately 1500 coated carbon
fibres. Hence, the calculated average coating thickness is based on approximately 15 m of
fibre from a tested batch.
For this purpose the density of poly(A) containing 1M lithium triflate concentration was
determined using a Mettler Toledo Precisa XR 20SSM-DR utilizing Archimedes principle to
obtain the specific density. Each measurement was repeated three times, using heptanes as
auxiliary liquid at ambient temperature. The measured density of polymer coating used in the
thickness analysis was 1.22 g/cm3. In the analysis, the carbon fibres were assumed to be
perfect cylinders with a diameter of 5 μm and with a density of 1.78 g/cm3 [22].
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2.4.3 Characterisation of lithium content in the coatings
The chemical compositions of coatings on the carbon fibres were determined using X-Ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) using a Kratos AXIS HSi spectrometer equipped with
magnetic focusing at normal emission using a Mg KD (1253.6 eV) source operated at 160 W.
Analyser pass energies of 160 and 20 eV were used to record the survey and high resolution
spectra, respectively. The spectra were analyzed using CasaXPS version 2.3.15 and were
energy referenced to the C 1s CHx peak set to 285 eV.
2.5 Battery cell assembly and characterisation
A roving of approximately 1000 CFs was first coated and dried according to the procedure
described above. The coating consisted of a poly(A) made from a 1:1 monomer : DMF and
1 M Li-triflate composition and 150 s polarization time. Batteries were built under argon
atmosphere with the coated CFs as working electrode, lithium metal as counter electrode and
a Whatman Glass microfiber GF/A (260 μm) as separator. The electrolyte used was
Selectilyte LP 40, 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC):diethyl carbonate (DEC) 1:1 by
weight provided by Merck KGaA. The current collectors, provided by Advent Research
Materials, consisted of copper foil, 20 μm thick, and nickel foil, 25 μm thick, for the working
and counter electrode, respectively. The currents used during discharge are given in multiples
of C – the current needed to charge the electrode material completely in one hour. The
specific capacity used to calculate C-rate was that of graphite, 372 mAh/g.
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3 Results
3.1Electrochemical characteristics

Electrocoating
potential

Fig. 3. Voltammograms from linear potential sweeps, from positive potential to negative. The example shown is
for 1:1 mixture of Monomer B:DMF containing 0.2 M Li triflate. The “grafting peak” is highlighted by the
inserted arrow. A subsequent sweep as well as a sweep without monomer (0.5 M Li triflate in DMF) are also
shown.

Linear potential sweeps were performed for all monomer solution compositions reported in
Table 2. The resulting voltammograms were assessed to identify the electrocoating potential
for each composition. This electrocoating potential was detected as a notable peak during the
sweep as illustrated in Figure 3. An immediate subsequent potential sweep performed on the
same sample was lacking this peak, indicating that no further polymerisation took place. This
is further supported by the second potential sweep qualitatively resembled a sweep without
any monomer present in the solution as shown in Figure 3. The electrografting potential
varied significantly for different monomer to DMF ratios and salt concentrations, but was
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found to be in the potential window from -1.15 to 0.25 V vs. REF. The identified
electrografting potentials are summarised in Table 3.
Table 3. Electrografting peaks (V vs REF) identified from potential sweeps.
Lithium triflate concentration in solution [M]
Monomer A:DMF ratio

0.2

1.0

2.5

1:1

-1.15

-0.25

-0.25

1:4

-0.60

0.25

-0.04

1:10

-

-

-

1:1

0.09

-0.55

0.15

1:4

-0.35

-0.77

0.15

1:10

-

-0.3

-

Monomer B:DMF ratio

Following the linear potential sweep tests, electrocoating was performed on fresh fibre
bundles at the identified electrocoating potential for each monomer composition. Current
density as function time plots from these coating experiments are shown in Figure 4. The
general trend for all electrolyte solutions, when subjected to a constant potential, was a decay
of the current density down to a steady-state value. The current density at this steady state is
cathodic, indicating that reductive side-reactions are taking place. These side-reactions are
most likely related to DMF and/or Li-triflate as well as the intercalation of lithium ions into
carbon fibres which are known to take place below 1 V vs. Li+/Li [2]. This is supported by the
CV of 0.5 M Li triflate in DMF, which shows currents in the same order of magnitude as the
CV for monomer-containing electrolyte solutions (see Figure 3).
As illustrated in Figure 4, for each type of monomer the measured current densities were
fairly similar regardless of monomer and salt concentration. It appears, as only a limited
amount of charges is needed to initiate the polymerisation, after which no further initiation
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takes place. This is supported by the findings from the potential sweeps, where the
electrografting peak disappeared in subsequent sweeps. Thus, the initiation of the electropolymerisation appeared to cease when the fibres were completely covered by grafted
polymer as a result of cathode passivation by the chemisorption of the insulating polymer.
That is, the initiation of the polymerisation is an electrochemical event, in contrast to the
chain propagation, which proceeds through by the repeated addition of the monomer to the
chemisorbed anionic species [12].
Figure 4 shows that the decay of the current density occurred faster for the difunctional
monomer B than for the monofunctional monomer A electrolyte, which is consistent with the
higher reactivity of monomer B. The current density for the electrolyte containing monomer B
reached its plateau value of approximately -15 A/m2 after 15 s, suggesting that the poly(B)
coating reached its maximum thickness already for the given experimental conditions. The
coating time needed to electrocoat poly(A) was longer and the plateau of approximately -15
A/m2 was reached after some 50 s.
The current densities during electrocoating were very repeatable for the compositions of
monomer A and B, respectively. The scatter in current density for the different monomer
concentrations is relatively small, except for a few individual tests that diverge significantly in
terms of steady-state current. This most likely originates from the choice of electrocoating
potential; a more negative potential, in relation to the optimal potential leads to more sidereactions.
Consequently, the monomer and Li-salt concentrations have limited effect on the current
density during the electrocoating process. It should, however, be noted that for the very low
monomer A concentrations (A:DMF = 1:10) no electrocoating was observed.
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a)

b)

Fig. 4. a) Current density vs. time for potentiostatic polarization, for both 15 s and 150 s, in monomer A
solutions b) Current density vs. time for potentiostatic polarization in monomer B solutions.
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3.2 SEM examination
The uncoated as-received unsized fibres have a conspicuous rough surface with typical
crenulations along the fibre lengths [23] (Figure 5). Figure 6 shows the SEM images of
carbon fibres electrocoated with poly(A) obtained after two different polarization times (15
and 150 s). The fibres were coated in a 1:1 monomer to DMF ratio and a 0.2 M Li-triflate
concentration relative to monomer A. For both polarization times a dense, apparently pinholefree, polymer coating is observed. The thickness of the coating, however, is greater for the
fibres exposed to the longer polarization time (Figure 6). This is consistent with the
observation that the current density plateau is reached at polarization times exceeding 15 s,
where the initiation of the polymerisation is believed to cease. Even though the chain
propagation is decoupled from the initiation step, a denser packing of the polymer chains and
electrostatic repulsion between the active growing chain ends and the fibre surface, as the
polymerisation mechanism is believed to be anionic character [12], lead to a thicker polymer
coating.
Figure 7 illustrates the effect of Li-triflate concentration on coating thickness and coating
quality, i.e. surface coverage and defects. A lower salt concentration was found to result in
thicker polymer coatings. In the case of a 2.5 M Li-salt concentration in the monomer solution
a very thin coating is observed and some areas of the fibre surfaces apparently remain uncoated. As the charge required to initiate the polymerisation is similar regardless of salt
concentration (see Figure 4), the difference must lie in the propagation/termination processes.
The propagation rate for anionic polymerisation, is known to be affected by the relation
between free and associated anionic monomers/counter-cations [24]. A higher degree of
association results in a lower propagation rate. When the Li-triflate concentration in the
coating electrolyte is increased, the described propagation equilibrium should accordingly be
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shifted towards a higher degree of association leading to a lower propagation rate and,
therefore, a thinner coating.
Fibres electrocoated from solutions containing the monofunctional monomer A or
difunctional monomer B, in a 1:1 monomer:DMF mixture and 1M Li-salt after 150 s
polarization time are juxtaposed in Figure 8. The poly(A) was found to cover the fibres
completely, whereas the fibres coated with poly(B) were patchy. The monomer B was used in
the hope to produce polymer coatings with significantly higher stiffness and strength than
those that could be obtained from monomer A. However, these results suggest that fibres
coated with poly(B) are difficult to handle and the coating cracks and peels off. Consequently,
using the proposed procedure and monomer B is not very suitable to generate densely
polymer coated fibres, which are required for battery application, as any bare regions will
cause short circuiting of the battery cell.
From the SEM observations the following conclusions can be drawn. Monomer A solutions
are suitable for electrocoating carbon fibres. Longer polarization times for monomer A
containing electrolytes, as well as a lower Li-triflate concentration, result in thicker polymer
coatings (see Figures 6 and 7). Concentrations of 1M Li-triflate, or lower, within the
monomer A solution, therefore, have potential to generate dense, apparently pinhole-free solid
polymer electrolyte coated carbon fibres. The poly(B) coatings were all thick (where
detected), but brittle causing the coating to crack and debond from the fibre during handling,
leaving large apparently uncoated areas on the fibre surface. Consequently, the poly(B)
electrocoated carbon fibres cannot be used for envisioned battery application using the
approach taken. For this reason, no further characterisation of the poly(B) coated fibres was
pursued.
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Fig. 5. Unsized IMS65 fibres.

1:4
0.2 M
15 s

1:4
0.2 M
15 s

1:4
0.2 M
150 s

Fig. 6. The effect of polarization time is illustrated for polymer A.

1:4
0.2 M
150 s
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1:4
0.2M
150 s

1:4
1M
150 s

1:4
2.5 M
150 s

Fig. 7. The effect of salt concentration is illustrated for poly(A). Salt concentration (M) is given in the inscription
in each micrograph. A lower concentration is leading to a thicker polymer coating.

Monofunct.
1:1
1M
150 s

Difunct.
1:1
1M
150 s

a)

b)

Fig. 8. Juxtaposition of a) poly(A) and b) poly(B) electrocoated carbon fibres. The coating was produced from
electrolytes with 1 M Li-triflate concentration in a 1:1 monomer:DMF solution.
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3.3 Coating thickness
Coating thickness was measured for poly(A) coated fibres produced from 1:1 monomer
A:DMF and 1 M Li-triflate polarized for 150 s. For reference the diameter of the as-received,
unsized, IMS65 carbon fibre was measured. The recorded diameter of the reference carbon
fibre sample, determined gravimetrically using the modified Wilhelmy-technique, was found
to be 5.00 ± 0.07 μm. This is consistent with the fibre diameter reported by the supplier.
Poly(A) coated carbon fibres were found to have diameters of 6.37 ± 0.13 μm. Hence, these
measurements indicate a coating thickness of approximately 685 nm.
To further determine the coating thickness of the carbon fibres electrocoated with poly(A),
TGA was performed. The result from the TGA of poly(A) coated carbon fibres obtained from
a composition with 1 M Li-triflate with respect to the monomer in 1:1 mixing ratio per weight
of monomer A and DMF is shown in Figure 9. In the same plot the TGA results from asreceived, unsized, carbon fibres as well as bulk polymer samples with and without Li-triflate
sample are presented for reference. The mass of unsized IMS65 is practically unchanged in
the range 40-700 oC in a nitrogen atmosphere, which implies that the observed mass loss of
the electrocoated sample is related to the coating. Two zones with weight loss were identified
for the electrocoated carbon fibres sample – around the temperatures 300 oC and 400 oC. The
weight loss at approximately 300 oC is caused by decomposition of poly(A), whereas the zone
at 400 oC is related to the decomposition of lithium triflate. Supporting evidence is found in
the TGA measurements on bulk polymer samples. The TGA plot of bulk poly(A) without any
lithium triflate undergoes only a single step degradation at approximately 300 oC, while the
bulk polymer sample with addition of 1 M Li-triflate exhibits two step degradation at
approximately 300 oC and 400 oC, respectively. Consequently, the average coating thickness
was calculated using the total weight loss of both polymer and Li-triflate. The calculated
average solid polymer electrolyte coating thickness was 470 nm. This is in fair agreement
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with the coating thickness measured with the Wilhelmy-technique, indicating coating of fibres
through-out the yarn. This was further supported by SEM examination of fibre samples
collected at different positions in the yarn, all featuring dense coatings.
A rough estimation of the Li-triflate content in the coated polymer was obtained by dividing
the first weight loss step with the second weight loss step (at 300 oC and 400 oC respectively)
to obtain a ratio between the pure polymer and the dissolved lithium salt. This was done for
both the coated polymer and the bulk polymer. The polymer-to-salt ratios found were 3.1 and
7.5 for the coated polymer and the bulk polymer, respectively, indicating that the salt content
in the coated polymer is more than double than that of the bulk polymer (1 M).

Fig. 9. TGA of a poly(A) electrocoated CF obtained from a monomer A:DMF 1:1 mixture by weight electrolyte
containing of 1 M Li-triflate; unsized carbon fibres, bulk poly(A) and bulk poly(A) containing 1 M Li-triflate.

3.4 Surface characterisation of the SPE coating – X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
The lithium content in the polymer A coating, made from a composition of 0.2 M Li-triflate
and monomer:DMF 1:4 by weight coated for 150 s, was determined by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy. In addition to the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen peaks present in the wide scan
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survey spectrum of the reference sample, the coated fibres produce a lithium Li 1s peak at
55.4 eV. This binding energy corresponds to the lithium in the triflate salt [25]. A secondary
Li peak around 50 eV was not observed, suggesting the Li had not associated with the ether
oxygen in polymer A. For commercial reasons the authors are unfortunately not permitted to
analyse the surface composition of the as-received, unsized carbon fibre. Consequently, no
XPS spectra can be shown for reference. The percentage of lithium on the coated fibre surface
was found to be 1.53 %. This is equivalent to a carbon-to-lithium ratio of 48. This can be
compared to the monomeric carbon-to-lithium ratio of 250 in the coating electrolyte.
Consequently, this result implies that lithium is enriched in the polymer during the coating
process compared to the bulk monomer solution and corresponds well with the TGA findings
of a high Li-triflate content. It also supports presence of secondary reactions, e.g. lithium
intercalation, in the electrocoating process as discussed above. The amount of lithium ions in
the coated polymer A based SPE is sufficient to guarantee adequate lithium conductivity of
the SPE [8]. In the study by Willgert et al. [8] a lithium triflate content of 6 % (wt/wt) was
found sufficient for the SPE studied in the current paper. The corresponding lithium triflate
content in the electrocoated SPE measured here is 13% (wt/wt).
For polymer A, the predicted atomic concentration of carbon and oxygen is 66 % and 34 %,
respectively. From XPS, the measured values for the coated fibres are approximately similar
at 73.5 % carbon and 23.6 % oxygen. The percentage of sulphur and fluorine from the
electrolyte (lithium triflate) are 1 % and 1.34 %, respectively. The high-resolution C 1s XP
spectra confirm the presence of polymer A on the fibre surface (see Figure 10). For polymer
A, the largest deconvoluted peaks are at 285 eV, 285.7 eV and 286.5 eV. This is expected as
polymer A consists predominantly of C-H, C-C and C-O bonds [26, 27]. The peaks at 287.4
eV (C=O) and 289 eV (O-C=O) correspond to the ester bonds in the polymer and the peak at
293.3 eV (CFx) is due to the electrolyte (lithium trifluoromethanesulfonate).
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Polymer A coated fibres
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Fig. 10. High resolution C 1s XP spectra of polymer A coated carbon fibres.

3.5 Battery performance
The coated carbon fibres were utilized as negative electrodes in a Li-ion battery, using lithium
metal as counter electrode. In this set-up, an external separator as well as a liquid electrolyte
is used to test the effect of the coating on the lithiation and delithiation taking place during
battery cycling. It can be seen from the cycling results (see Figure 11) that the coating does
not deteriorate the cycling characteristics of the CF type used. At low currents (C/10) the
specific capacity was 250-260 mAh/g after the first two cycles and at high currents (1C) up to
107 mAh/g. These results are in line with studies on unsized IMS65 carbon fibres used as
negative electrodes by Kjell et al. [2]. Kjell and co-workers reported capacities for unsized
carbon fibres of 360 mAh/g and 177 mAh/g for low and high currents respectively.
Consequently, the presence of the thin SPE coating moderately reduces the rate for
lithiation/delithiation of the IMS65 carbon fibre electrode. Also, the high current efficiency of
the carbon fibre electrode, reported by Kjell et al. [2], is maintained for the SPE coated fibre
electrode studied here, see Figure 11.
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Fig. 11. Lithiation (unfilled squares) and delithiation (filled squares) of electrocoated carbon fibres.

4 Conclusions
We presented a method to coat individual carbon fibres within a rowing with a thin solid
polymer electrolyte (SPE). For this purpose techniques developed for the electrocoating of
carbon fibres with methacrylate based polymers were extended to methacrylate based solid
polymer electrolytes. Two monomer types, one mono- and one difunctional, containing
ethylene oxide groups for improved lithium-ion conductivity were electropolymerised on to
carbon fibres in a yarn containing thousands of fibres. The chosen method employs carbon
fibre (CF) bundles for both the working and counter electrodes.
The monomer and lithium triflate was dissolved in DMF in different concentrations. The
monomer concentration in the electrolyte affects the coating quality. For the monofunctional
monomer a minimum of 1:4 monomer : DMF weight ratio is recommended as this, and higher
monomer concentrations, result in thick, homogeneous coatings. Also, the lithium triflate
concentration was found to affect the coating thickness. Lower Li-triflate concentrations
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result in thicker coatings. For future electrocoating of monofunctional monomers on carbon
fibres a 1:1 monomer : DMF weight ratio and a 1 M Li-triflate to the monomer are
recommended. The minimum recommended polarization time for this mixture is 150 s.
Good results were achieved for the monofunctional monomer, providing an on average
470 nm thick dense, apparently pinhole-free, solid polymer electrolyte coating on carbon
fibres. In addition, the supporting electrolyte (Li-triflate salt) remained in the coating after the
coating operation. The Li-ion content in the solid polymer coating was found to be
sufficiently high for use in battery applications in analogy to the findings by Willgert et al.
[8]. Under these conditions, being electrically insulating the SPE coating is expected to work
as separator between fibres as well as between the fibres and any surrounding cathode
material in a battery application.
Handling of fibres coated with a polymer from the difunctional monomer caused fracture in
the polymer coating resulting in large bare areas as the coating peeled off. The difunctional
monomer is therefore not suited for coating SPEs on carbon fibres. This is motivated by the
fact that the observed bare fibre regions will cause the fibre battery cell to short circuit in the
structural battery application.
A battery device was made with carbon fibres coated with poly(A), i.e. from the
monofunctional monomer, as negative electrode. The battery showed very good performance
with high capacity and current efficiency at both low and high currents.
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